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Brown announces plan
for university funding

FEB
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Brown agreed to add $1.2 funding decisions in higher educablems of the Commonwealth,"
million for those three schools,in tion.
Lile said.
the second year of the biennium to
keep them at full formula level.
In other corners of the Capitol,
The formula is aimed at funding
Brown announced that an agree- universities along the lines of misment had been reached between sions they were given by the counThe regular monthly meeting of
himself and members of the cil in 1977.
legislative leadership for funding
Brown said he endorses the con- the Calldway County School Board
higher education, heading off a cept of the formula, feeling it will will be at 5:30 p.m. Tuesday, Feb.
potential bloody battle among lead to a more efficient expen- 9, in board of education office on
state universities in the General diture of the _higher education College Farm Road.
funds.
Items on the agenda include
Assembly.
Brown said that part of the com- facility committee report, personThe compromise funding pro- promise will be a charge to the
nel, high school principal's report,
posal would guarantee seven state Council on Higher Education to federal student aid program and
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the next legislature.

From staff, AP reports'
An agreement has been reached
between Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
and members of the legislative
leadership for funding higher
education, heading off a potential
bloody battle among state universities in the General Assembly.
Brown Friday announced the
compromise funding proposal that
would guarantee seven state
universities a 3 percent increase
in funding in each year of the next
biennium.
The rest of the money would be
distributed on the basis of a con-.
troversial mission model funding
formula developed by the Council
on Higher Education.
Brown agreed to add $400,000 to
the higher education budget next
year to ease the transition to the
formula for the four regional
universities.
When asked about the Brown
proposal, Murray State Universi
ty President-Constantine Curris
said he had mixed feelings.
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Chapel Road sent three
Smith. Drivers of the vehicles were Redden and Glen D. adequacy for MSU and the other
were Darryl Redden, Timothy Ross and David
regionals," Curris said. "On the
(See story, page 2)
Wilferd, according to Kentucky State Police reports.
Staff photo by Jennie Gordon other hand, we are very ap-
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House approves new district boundaries
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
1982 General Assembly has twothirds of its session remaining,but
the legislators used the final day
of their fifth week in Frankfort to
rid themselves of two sticky
issues.
A bill to redraw district boundaries received the approval of

the House while the Senate was
dispatching a measure that endorsed Gov. John Y. Brown Jr_'s
reorganization of the state
Department of Agriculture.
The Senate voted 18-16 to approve a bill sponsored by Sen. Joe
Wright, D-Harned, that would
make Brown's action a part of
state law.
The vote followed a lengthy

Renewed activity expected
on 12th Street four-laning
The state Department of
Transporation should begin purchasing rights-of-way in the near
future for the completion of the
'four-Inning of U.S. 641 (12th
Street) through Murray, according to state Rep. Freed Curd.
Curd said he met with
Transporation Secretary Frank
Metts this week and was told the
state DOT is ready to proceed on
the project.
"As soon as the rights-of-way
are purchased and utilities can be
moved they will let the construction contract," Curd said.
Curd said Metts predicted the
utilities could be moved by late

1983 and the Contract would be let
in early 1984. Total cost of the project, which
will extend from Sycamore to Utterback Road, connecting existing
four-lane sections of the highway,
is estimated at $10 million. Curd
said 131 parcels are to be acquired
by the state in the right-of-way
purchase.
The representative also
reported DOT is expecting to let
bids on the construction of new
bridges on Ky. 94 East late this
spring.
"This is a greatly needed project," Curd said, indicating that
Metts told him the state is ready to
start construction.

debate which featured arguments
on the constitutionality of the
changes Brown ordered and on
whether the changes were in the
best interests of Kentucky's
agricultural industry.
Under Brown's reorganization,
major'marketing and promotional
functions were transferred out of
the Agriculture Department.
Sen. Robert R. Martin, DRichmond, called the bill "ripper
legislation," designed to remove
the significant duties formerly
assigned to the commissioner of
agriculture. To Wright, however, the bill
represented the best approach to
aiding Kentucky's agricultural industry.
"As a farmer, I know it's best
for Kentucky agriculture," said
Wright, D-Harned. "It not only
will work, it is working."
The Senate also approved a bill,
on a 30-4 vote, to move Kentucky's
primary from the fourth Tuesday
in May to the fourth Tuesday in
August.
Proponents of the measure said
it would mean shorter and less expensive campaigns while opponents argued the opposite viewpoint.
In the House, meanwhile,

School board
to meet Tuesday

Modern ambulance service available for county residents
By Jennie Gordon
Ambulances are specially
designed vehicles, equipped with
lights and sirens, used to
transport sick and injured pek..sons.
First historical accounts of ambulances date back to 1487 when
they were called ambulancias, introduced by Queen Isabella of
Spain during the siege of Malaga.
These types of field ambulances,
used to transport the wounded
away from battlefields, were
modernized by Napoleon's chief
surgeon in 1792.
The Civil War updated ambulatory transportation as a
• modern system of field ambulances went directly into the
field of battle. At the Geneva Con-
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Barkley has one more battle
to fight against reorganization
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
griculture Commissioner Alben
iarkley 11 has one more battle to
ight in his effort to convince the
General Assembly to reject Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr.'s reorganization of his department.
Brown's reorganization came
by way of an executive order the
governor signed more than a year
ra) 1981 American Dental Association
ago -which transferred major
marketing and promotional functions from the Agriculture Department.
All executive orders must be apThe American Dental Association and the Mur- for this year's National Children's Dental Health
proved by the legislature if they
ray Dental Society sponsors an annual observance Month, says Dr. W. Brent Wortham, campaign
are to remain effective, and the
to present information about dental health and its chairman for Murray Dental Society.
first round in the current dispute
importance to the nation. Since 1948, one week, is
went to Brown Friday.
set aside during the year for the local dental
The state Senate voted to apTeeth are meant to last a lifetime. Proper
societies and dental ladies auxiliaries to concen- brushing, flossing, good nutrition, use of fluorides,
prove the reorganization following
trate on public education about oral health.
and regular dental check-ups will keep your smile
a debate described as the best of
' The slogan "Smile, America!" has been chosen healthy and clean, dentists say.
the current session.
The debate which preceded the
18-16 vote was lengthy, taking up
the bulk of the Senate's two-hour
morning session. And it included
strong arguments both in support
of and in opposition to Sen. Joe
Wright's bill to make Brown's
order a part of state law.
Sen. Robert R. Martin, DRichmond, called it "ripper
legislation," designed to remove
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — cents, among the lowest in the na- on coal severance.
the significant duties formerly
Rep. Joe Clarke has issued the tion.
Clarke told his fellow legislators assigned to the commissioner of
first oblique call in the legislative
A recent study indicates that 2 that "we need to seriously con- agriculture.
chambers for added taxes in the percent more on extraction of sider broadening our tax base."
To Wright, however, the bill
1982 session.
minerals would not significantly
represented the best approach to
He urged them to talk to constiThe Danville Democrat, chair- affect the coal industry, he said.
aiding Kentucky's agricultural inman of the House Appropriations
- Clarke said he also doubts that 5 • tuents at home and get the sense dustry.
and Revenue Committee, urged cents more per pack of cigarettes of how they feel about the matter. _.
-As a farmer, I know it's best
his colleages Friday "to look would have any serious impact on
"Being responsive and responsi- for Kentucky agriculture," said
beyond the next election," and the tobacco industry.
ble is not easy," Clarke said.
Wright, D-Harned. "It not only
The added 2-cent severance tax ' One colleague voiced opposition will work, it is working."
seriously consider higher
severance and cigarette taxes.
At issue was an executive order
has been discussed discreetly immediately.
Clarke said that "( our) respon- within the administration of Gov.
Brown signed more than a year
Rep. Elmer Patrick, D- ago which removed major
sibility is not to develop a bill fac- John Y. Brown Jr. as a possible
tory, but to look to the future of the option if the proposed new tight Williamsburg, said the coal instate."
budget appears inadequate to dustry "can no longer continue to
carry the tax burden" and still
If the state lives within existing finance necessary new services.
produce the maximum amount of
revenue, he said, education will
Likewise, there has been talk in
coal.
He said the threat of loss of
stagnate and health care for administration circles of-doubling
jobs is real.
children will suffer.
the 3-cent cigarette tax, although
Clarke said specifically that Clarke's implied suggestion went
As for Clarke, Patrick comlegislators should think about a 2- beyond that figure.
mented,"he's up in the racehorse.'
cent increase in the severance
There also have been proposals industry," and Patrick suggested
Murray State University's new
tax, which now is 4.5 percent, and from outside groups, such as the some extra revenue could be raissummer school schedule for 1982
5 cents more on a pack of cigaret- Kentucky League of Women ed by taxing out-of-staters on
will consist of one eight-week sestes, on which the levy now is 3 Voters, for more taxes, especially horse sales.
sion beginning June 8 and ending
July 30.
Scheduling of one eight-week
term, rather than having two fiveweek sessions as in 1979, 1980 and
1981, was approved recently by
-Campus Lights," a musical
music majors.
Tickets are $3.50 for adults and
the Board of Regents. The change
tradition at Murray State Univer- $2.50 for students and senior
Phi Mu Alpha, men's music
to a shorter session is expected to
sity since 1937, is scheduled Thurs- citizens. Tickets may be reserved fraternity, and Sigma Alpha Iota,
save in energy and auxiliary
day through Sunday,Feb. 11-14, in for groups of 15 or more at $2 each
women's music fraternity, cooperation costs.
Lovett Auditorium.
by telephoning the music office at sponsor the production. Alumni
Nine credit hours is the new
Under the direction of Brad (502) 762-4288.
also help each year in the scoring
maximum course load for sumPrice, a junior from Grayville,
Tickets may also be reserved and orchestration of songs.
mer. Students who had planned to
Ill., the show will open at 8 p.m. and picked up the night of the
"Campus Lights" has entered
register for 12 hours to graduate
Thursday, Friday and Saturday. show by telephoning the music of- the 1980s with traditions of
A 2 p.m. performance is scheduled fice. On campus, tickets are being original music, lively dialogue
at the end of the summer term
may contact Dr. Bill Payne,assison Sunday.
sold in the University Center and and polished performances. Each
tant to the vice president for
Writers for the 45th annual pro- Winslow Cafeteria lobbies.
year the show's music revolves
academic programs, for help in
duction are Janet Wolfe, a junior
"Campus Lights,." one of the around a central theme. .
completing degree requirements.
from Louisville; Greg Aplin, a most highly acclaimed college
The "Campus Lights" tradition
Students should contact Payne
senior from Marshall County; and musicals today, is written and
was born in 1937 when the Men's
by Feb. 22 and a response will be
Steve Tarrants, a senior from produced by students. Proceeds Music Club petitioned to begin a
made by March 1. He may be
Henderson.
local chapter of Phi Mu Alpha. To
finance scholarships for incoming
reached by calling 762-3744 or by
raise money for dues, the men
writing to him in Wells Hall, Room
staged a musical review,charging
324, and giving name, major,
25 cents per ticket.
mailing address and telephone
By 1940, reserved seats were 50
number.
cents. That year anoriginal song,
"Deep in Your Eyes," by Paul
Bryant, was used and can still be
will
feature
The
workshops
Art workshops for children in
found
in music stores today.
where
group
instruction
small
grades five through eight will be
During the World War II years,
students are encouraged to inoffered on Monday and Friday
teract with the staff. When there were not enough men to proafternoons for six weeks at the
weather permits, outdoor 'sket- duce the show. Sigma Alpha Iota
Calloway County Public Library
WICKLIFFE, KY. — An official
and craft activities will be temporarily kept the tradition
ching
Art Annex, beginning Feb.8.
of Westvaco's Wickliffe mill this
scheduled on the grounds of the alive by themselves and from
James W. Stickler, assistant
week confirmed that seven local
library annex. A short refresh- 1943-45 renamed the production
professor of art at Murray State
employees are being laid off, efment break is also planned for "Campus Dimout."
University and workshop director,
fective Feb. 8, as the result of a
each session.
said workshop meetings are
manpower reduction at the
A materials fee of $12, payable
scheduled from 3:45 to 5:15 p.m.
Ballard County facility.
to Murray State University, will
each Monday and Friday through
According to Bruce G.
provide all materials used in the
March 26 except the week of sprMcAbery, personnel manager, a
Calloway County School Boaro
12-session program.
ing break March 8 and 12.
total of 11 positions in the mill's
To register a child or for addi- members Friday voted to accept a
Sponsored jointly by the library
sheet finishing and pulp dryer
tional information„ parents may recommendation to take no action
and Murray State, the workshop
call James W. Stickler at 762-3784 against a suspended high school departments have been
will provide area children with opin the Department of Art at Mur- student who allegedly was under eliminated. The installation of
portunities to paint, draw, weave
new equipment in the sheet
ray State. Stickler said interested the influence of alcohol on the
and learn other art processes.
finishing department and weak
- parents are urged to pre-register schooleampus. - Junior and senior art majors at
markets for the company's flash
Superintendent Jack Rose said
their children since only a limited
Murray State will make up the
dried
pulp were factors responsithe
recommendation
enrolled.
made
he
be
number
can
staff.
•-kshop
because resignation of the student ble for the lay-off, McAbery said.
was tendered by the student's at- Four of the employees affected by
the manpower reduction are being
torney, Don Overbey.
Rose said the student will leave reassigned to other jobs at the mill
which have been vacant for some
the school system as a suspended
(Continued From Page 1)
involved two elderly men in their student and will not be permitted time.
tools-of-trade.'
70's, maybe 80's. Weall looked for to re-enter the system without a
The employees being laid off are
Although the ambulance atten- them and fortunately found them
petition to the board and resolu- those most recently hired and who
dants do not administer drugs or
have the least seniority at the
only suffering from bruises and tion of the pending charge.
IVs or monitor victims, cardiocuts. These men had lost their
The student allegedly was under plant.
pulmonary resuscitation technidogs they had with them and were the influence at school Feb. 2 and
This is the first lay-off exques e-an be —utilized when
pel ienced by Westvaco since June
be-coming quite -hysteric-al was sus
-Tien-Mt
necessary. Monitoring of patients
because of their absence. We lookRose said this is the first case of 1975.
is often done by nurses in attened for the animals and found one where a student resigned from the
dance when transporting to other
right away. The other was harder school system since the board
medical centers.
to located because its back had adopted its student personnel
The Murray Ledger & Times
An ambulance is at the ready at
been broken. in the accident. policy in November.
USPS 300-7001
many events in Calloway County
Nonetheless, we gathered the men
• According to the policy, expulThe Murray Ledger & Times is published
such as football games, rodeos
and the dogs, taking the men to sion period is the rest of the curevery afternoon except Sundays. July 4,
and specials concerts. They also
Christmas Day, New Years Day and
the'hospital and the dogs to a rent semester and the following
Thanksgiving Day by Murray Newspapers
play an invaluable part in working
veterinarian."
semester. The student does have
Inc , 106 N. 4th, Murray, Ky. 42071. Second
with officials of TIKI-MAST, an
The staff members of the Mur- the option to petition the board
Class Postage Paid at Murray. Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In areas served
emergency helicopter ambulance
ray Calloway County Hospital before the end of the first
by carriers, $3.50 per month, payable in adservice, when called upon.
Ambulance Service are Gorrell, semester for re-entry the followvance. By mail in Calloway County and to
As Gorrell has said, ambulance
Benton, Hardin, Mayfield, Sedalia and Fardi,rector, Kenny Collins, Robert ing semester.
mington, Ky., and Paris. Buchanan and
work takes a special kind of man.
Trenholm, James Wolford, Kevin
The meeting was the second this
Puryear, Tn., $24.50 per year. By mail to
A story he relayed reveals a cerother destinations $39.50 per year.
Hilkey, Rodger Mathis, Phillip week for the board concerning
To reach all departments of the newspaper
tain kind of human interest he
Adams, David Hopkins, Richard high school students allegedly
phone 753-1916.
feels his men have: "A call to a
Edwards, Scott Shupe,Stan Bone under the influence of Ilcoholon
train-cat wreck was. ruceived. It
and Gary White. •
the school campus.

Dental health week observed

New forms of taxation
looked at by legislators

marketing and promotional functions from the Agriculture Department and placed them in the new
Kentucky Council on Agriculture.
Both the'council and the department were placed in a new Energy
and Agriculture Cabinet.
Barkley has taken Brown to
court over the matter and has won
every battle to date. The case currently is pending before the state
,Supreme Court.
Sen. Helen Garrett, D-Paducah,
was the first senator to rise in opposition to the measure, maintaining that it would continue a
duplication of services created by
,
Brown's executive order.
Committee members which considered the measure earlier this
week were given a "stark exhibition of a bureaucratic mess"
which involved both the
agriculture commissioner and the
executive director of the council
trying fo do the same thing, she
said.
In addition, the governor's
budget recommendations were inconsistent with the reorganization, Sen. Garrett said, noting that
the budget refers to the merger of
two divisions which would remain
as separate entities under
Wright's bill.
Martin said his objections were
based on principles involving the
rights of a constitutional, or
elected, officer.
So-called ripper legislation is
"the most hateful kind of legislation I can imagine," Martin said.
"Who in tarnation would run for
this office now when all the
authority...has been taken away
from it?"
His arguments were supported
by Sen. Louis Peniston, D-New
Castle, who said he would not be a

MSU summer schedule
to have one semester

Campus Lights set on campus

Art workshops scheduled
for children atlibrary

,

Lay-off announced
at Wickliffe

CCHS student
resigns Friday

Ambulance...

Classes for tha 1982 summer session will meet Tuesday through
Friday, also a change from recent
years. Additional energy may be
saved by not using classrooms for
three consecutive days, Saturday
through Monday.
Students taking a four-hour
laboratory course during the summer may have the maximum
credit load of nine hours increased
to 10 hours.
Students taking a concentrated
workshop, ordinarily designed for
graduate students who are
employed fulltime, may not
register for an eight-week course.
If students take more than one
workshop during the summer, the
sessions should not be taken at the
same time but scheduled consecutively.
Meeting times for eight-week
classes will be 7:30 to 8:45 a.m.,
8:55 to 10:10 a.m., 10:20 to 11:35
a.m., 11:50 a.m. to 1:05 p.m. and
1:45 to 3 p.m.
Final examinations will be
given during the last scheduled
class meetings.

part of the Senate "in stripping a
constitutional officer of his duties
... and approving an illegal act."
Sen. Jim Bunning, R-Fort
Thomas, tried to focus the debate
on legislative independence, Saying a favorable vote on the bill
would be "saying 'yes' to John Y.
Brown Jr."
Brown, according to Bunning,
operates under the philosophy
that; "I believe in legislative independence as long as it doesn't
affect me and my programs."
Bunning's remarks prom$ted a
response from Sen. Mike Moloney,
D-Lexington, who said it was "not
anyone's prerogative" to suggest
that a senator votes the way he or
she is told to vote.
The Senate was not being asked
to vote on the legality of Brown's
order, Moloney said, but on
whether the state would be better
served by the structure his order
put into effect.
Wright, who recorded his first
major victory as majority leader,
used an overhead projiktor to
document what he said was the
improved efficiency of
agricultural programs under the
Kentucky Council on Agriculture.
"If I were true and accurate,"
Wright said to his colleagues, "I
would have another (demonstration) to show what the Department of Agriculture did. But they
didn't do anything, so there's
nothing to show you."

CLARIFICATION
The Howard Littlejohn listed in
Thursday's edition as being
charged with theft by deception is
Howard Paul Littlejohn, 32, 6161
Westheimer,Houston,Texas.

Two wrecks
injure five
persons Friday
Five people were treated and
released at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital following two
separate accidents Friday afternoon in Calloway County.
According to Kentucky State
Police reports,three persons were
transported to the hospital after a
two-car collision on Martin's
Chapel Road. Glen Wilferd, 16,
Murray Manor, was northbound
and Darryl Redden, 21, Wiswell
Road, was southbound when they
met at a curve and collided,
reports said.
Redden, Timothy Ross, 22, and
David Smith, 21, both passengers
in the Redden vehicle, were taken
to the hospital.
In a separate accident on U.S.
641, three miles south of Murray,
Valerie Prickett, 22, St.
Petersburg, Fla., was southbound
on 641 when she lost control of her
car on ice, slid across the center
line and struck a vehicle driven by
Wayne L. Clayton, 19, Rt.3, Benton, reports said.
Kellie Evans, 19, Carlisle, Ill.,
and Alice Kitchen, 18, Jacksonville, Ill., both passengers in the
Prickett car, were treated at the
hospital.

Frankfort quotes
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Notable quotes last week in the 1982
Kentucky General Assembly:
"This will send a message to these criminals that they are no
longer welcome in the commonwealth."
Rep. Hermdn Rattliff, R-Campbellsville, talking about a Housepassed bill to toughen penalties on the possession and sale of marijuana.
"This is low down, dirty, crooked, wicked, criminal, racist gerrymandering. It is a throwback It) ridtrig In the back of-the bus."
Rep. Aubrey Williams, D-Louisville, complaining about the impact
of a House redistricting plan on his inner-city Louisville district.
"It was grossly unfair and totally inappropriate."
Rep.Dolly McNutt, D-PadOCah, complaining of Williams' actions
as chairman of the House Judiciary-Criminal Committee in not
allowing a second to a motion to approve a-bill creiting a guilty but
mentall ill verdict.
"They didn't want to hear what we had to say and not one single
time did the committee chairman come to our defense. Common
courtesy was thrown out the window."
Rep. Raymond Overstreet, R-Liberty, lodging a complaint about
the actions of the audience and committee chairman, Rep. Gerta
Bendl, D-Louisville, during a meeting of the House Health and
Welfare Committee on a nursing home reform bill.
"When I make a mistake,I make a big one."
Mrs. Bendl apoiogzing on the Hease floor for her conduct of the
meeting.
"You cannot legislate common sense."
Rep. C.M. "Hank" Hancock, D-Frankfort, speaking against a bill
the,House passed to regulate the health spa industry.
"We got on the train when it stopped. But it would be very foolish to
ever consider going pack to a fixed anything. Nothing today is fixed."
State Transportation Secretary Frank Metts opposing any move to
change Kentucky's state gasoline tax back to a fixed rate per gallon
instead of on a percentageof the wholesale price of gasoline.
"We are being held here captive." 0
Rep.David Van Horn, D-Lexington,complaining about parliamentary maneuvering in the House Labor and Industry Committee over
a bill to modify the state's prevailing wage law.
-
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Group studies
benefit program
An almost unbelievable example of the misuse of
the Social Security system was the case of Charles
Patterson, who killed his mother and sister five
years ago.
He has been held inee then by the California
Youth Authority. Recently, Patterson was released
from the authority's Chino facility,free on parole to
face the cold,cruel world.
However, it won't be too cold and too cruel,
because Charles Patterson, upon release, received
$21,500 in Social Security survivor's benefits.
The Patterson case does not stand alone. There
are many others. It is estimated 300 of the Youth
Authority's 6,000 wards are held for murder, some
for slaying family members.
The collection of Social Security funds is possible
because of a quirt in the law. Juvenile killers are
not officially considered felons. They have received
payments ranging from $200 to $580 a month
because they qualify as survivors and because they
also qualify for student benefits.
The Social Security funds are placed in trust for
the killers until they are released. Then they
receive the money from a system their victims supported during their working lives.
"People probably are horrified to find out a person gets benefits as a result of killing a person," a
Youth Authority official said. "The Youth Authority
has no way of stopping it. If they didn't get Social
Security,they probably would go on welfare."
We're horrified all right. We think such expenditure of Social Security money should be stopped.
When it was learned David Berkowitz, the "Son of
Sam" killer who took the lives of seven persons in
New York, was receiving Social Security money,
that portion of the law was changed.
Berkowitz was getting $300 a month because he
was unable to hold a job. One reason he was unable
to hold a job was that he was serving a 315-year
prison sentence. Similar payments to other felons
were costing Social Security $60 million a year.
At the present time,a 15-member bipartisan commission is Studying Social Security reforms. It is to
report on its findings by the end of 1982. Cutting off
funds to juvenile killers should not have to wait that
long. The rules should be changed now.

looking back
Ten years ago
Kathy Jo Stubblefield, Murray, was to be a candidate for, 1972 Kentucky Dairy Princess of
American Dairy Association at meeting at
Louisville Feb. 13 and 14.
Students of Fifth Grade, Louise Outland,teacher,
and Sixth Grade, Mrs. Edward Curd, teacher, had
presented a program at meeting of Hazel ParentTeacher Association Feb.3 at school.
Twenty years ago
Cecil Holland, magistrate of Murray district, had
been named as a member of Calloway County
Health Board which supervises Calloway County
Health Department.
Debbie Edmonds and Danny Carroll had been
named as winners of Carter-Austin Speech event
—
conducted Feti.--6:
Thirty years ago
Hoyt E. Wilson, Charles D. Finney, Carl T.
Dowdy,Bailey J. Baucum,Solon P. Darnell and Orville E.Brandon had enlisted in Armed Forces.
Plans for 1952 Calloway County Red Cross Fund
Drive had been made at a meeting Feb. 5 at Red
Cross office, according to Buford Hurt, fund drive
chairman.
Forty years ago
An average of $12.64 per hundred weight had been
reported for week's sale on Murray tobacco'
market.
Brown Speedy Jack, 20 months old register
pointer, owned by 011ie Brown of Murray, had taken
first place in bird dog field trials Feb. 1 conducted
at a site on Benton Road. Seventeen dogs had been
entered.
A decrease in enrollment had been reported at
close of first regular day of registration of spring
semester at Murray State College.
Jim Moore, coach at Murray State College, had
talked about athletics and the _present war at a
meeting of Murray Rotary Club at Murray
Woman's Club House.
Fifty years ago
The dark tobacco cooperative had been reported
"over the top" and Murray was to be home office
for Western District, according to W. H. Finney,
organization chairman.
Flood waters almost equal to those of the
disastrous flood of 1927 had been threatening
residents of lower Mississippi Valley. Service at
Eggner's Ferry on Tennessee River had to be
discontinued Feb. 1. Automobiles going to Bowling
Green and Louisville_had _to_ go by Paris, Tenn.
Calloway rainfall had been listed as 10% inches
since Jan. 1, 1932.
Murray had tied with city of Louisville for fourth
place in daily per capita consumption in pints of
milk for month of January, according to Bulletin of
State-Board ofIleaIth of Kentucky.
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Office hears many utility cost complaints
In 1980, her office received about
250 utility-related complaints. While
the figures aren't yet in for the
number of complaints logged last
year, Harris says she thinks there
were even more.
"We try to get the facts," said Harris. "We really-need the complaint in
writing unless there's an emergency."
"Some people call and say, 'This
time last year, my bill was half as
much,"she said. "We've got to know
how much they used, and what the
rate is — things like that."
Sometimes problems occur when
the customer is responsible for
reading his own meter, as with many
rural electric cooperatives,said Harris.
"The utility goes out to check the

By Denise Fitzpatrick
Associated Press Writer
It's the day of reckoning. For
weeks, you've been wondering if
keeping the thermostat set at 65
degrees has really made any difference.
Then you get your heating bill.
you feel like screaming, you're
not alone, says a spokesman for a
service that mediates disputes between utility companies and their
customers.
"One time, we got a call from a
woman who was just hollering into
the phone because she was so upset,"
said Glenda Harris of the Kentucky
attorney general's office.
Harris, who works in the office's
cprisumer mediation section, hears a
lot of complaints about high utility
bills.

meter once in a while. If the
customer has been reading it wrong,
he may be billed for a big difference."
But a lot of the complaints Harris
gets are over disconnect notices.
Kentucky law states that someone
who is ill can get the disconnection
postponed if he can provide a doctor's excuse.
But if it's a case of simply not keeping up on the monthly bills, she said,
the law holds little protection.
"The best thing to do if you get a
(disconnect) notice and can't pay to
keep the heat on is to get in touch
with the utility immediately," advises Harris.
Legally, it's up to the customer to
work out a partial payment plan with
the company,and it's up to the utility
to make the final decision on the size

of the payments it wJt ccept, she
said.
If a customer just can't believe his
bill could be that high, it might help
to ask the utility how it calculated the
amount.
"A lot of people just don't understand how the bill is figured," n-ted
Harris. "If you can't tell how much
you use, naturally you wonder why it
costs so much."
Customers who feel that the utility
company is not being responsive to
their problem can mail a complaint
to the Consumer Protection Division,
209 St. Clair, Frankfort,KY 40601.
Or they can call a utility complaint
referral hotline manned by the
Uhiversity of Kentucky family
studies department. That toll-free
number is 1-800-432-9257.

today in history

"This is the Foreign Service?... It feels more like
the Foreign Legion to me!"
by s.c. van curon

agree or not
just leaving it to them."
. House Speaker Bobby Richardson's answer to the possible action
was,"The state needs the plane, and
we (the legislature) are going ahead
and buy it." Translated, this means
the legislature will put the money in
the budget.
Senate Majority Leader Joe Wright
said essentially the same thing.
When it was suggested to Wright
and Richardson that the governor is
putting the monkey on their back,
Richardson said, "We haven't got
time to play games with him," shunting aside the suggestion that the
governor be required to ask the
legislature for the appropriation.
The plane has been a controversial
issue since February 1981 when the
Oversight Committee determined,
"SOce the Sikorsky did not appear as
an item in the recommended program and major items of equipment
proposed r for the 1980-82 biennium,
the purchase of the Sikorsky was not
authorized."
The legality of the purchase has
been constantly questioned by individuals and the press, but the question has never been tested in court.
In a recent meeting of the committee, it was pointed out "The Sikorsky
should appear as an item in the
budget request for 1982-84 as a major
item of equipment. This is required
by KM-45.750 through 45.800." This
is the problem the legislature can
solve by adding it to the budget.
The state entered into an 8-year
lease-purchase contract for a Model
S-76 Sticorsky helicopter in June 1980

FRANKFORT — Gov. John Y.
Brown isn't planning to keep the controversial Sikorsky for no provisions
are made in his budget to meet the
monthly note payments to First
Security National Bank and Trust Co.
of Lexington past the present biennium.
Neither is it in the budget of the
Department of Military Affairs Who
was given responsibility for the
Capital City Airport and the states
aircraft under an executive order by
_
the governor last,year.
However, and note this, Adjutant
General Billy Wellman asked for
$210,000 in his budget "to purchase
two new engines and transmissions"
for the Model S-76 Sikorsky purchased "by the Executive branch of
Government in June 1980."
Wellman explained to the Capital
Construction and Equipment Purchase Oversight Committee in
December that the $210,000 request is
"a requirement of the Federal Aviation Administration."
Wellman's request indicates, the
government does want to keep the
helicopter.
Cabinet Secretary George Atkins,
in response to the question said,"The
governor has referred it to the
legislature."
Wellman called to add more
clarification after I had talked with
Atkins. Wellman said, "He (the
governor) knows they (the
legislature) will act responsibly."
When asked if the governor is "putting the monkey on the back of the
legislature?," Atkins said, "No, he's

which will cost the state $2,663,869.57
if the- contract goes the full eight
years. The cash purchase price was
reported as $1,833,996.00.
The General Assembly can appropriate $616,800 for renewal of the
contract for two years or appropriate
$1,826,906.92 to pay off the balance
that will be due July 1, 1982. Or, the
state can order the sale of the Sikorsky. As of June 30 this year, a total of
$300,000 will have been paid on the
contract, but only $7,089.08 has been
applied toward the principal. The inlerest paid for the first two years of
the contract will total $292,910.92.
If the state enters the second twoyear contract, the payments jump to
$25,700 per month and at the end of
the _period the state will still owe
$1,479,792.75.
The next two years the payments
increase to $32,900 per month and the
last two years the payments will
jump to $40,100 per month.
Complaints in the press have not
centered about purchase of the plane
or the state's need for a plane, but
how the plane was bought and has
been used by the governor as a taxi
from his home in Fayette county to
the Capitol or charging his wife only
the actual operating costs to take her
to Cincinnati to catch planes to meet
her television obligations.
Wellman has pointed out the
plane's flpvihility for use in the state
and the need before several
legislative committees who seem to
agree to the need and value of the
plane, but complain about the way it
is used:

.

business mirror
NEW YORK (AP) How do we
equate the theory of suppply side
• economics — which has as a goal the
transfer of power to the private sector — with repeated assurances that
big budget deficits can be tolerated?
Unless the past has no lesson to offer, budget deficits have forced up in_ --terest-rates,fueled inflatinn. crowded oul iiidilatry from its share of
funds, and in general reduced the
private sector's potential growth.
With deficits destined to reach
historic highs, the administration
contends there will be enough funds
for the private sector to embark on
"roaring" recovery.
After examining the earlier contentions of the administration, it is hard
to find a defense having been made
that deficits, huge ones-, might be
tolerable under some economic conditions,such as exist now.
An important question also exists
about those savings. The savings rate
is inching up to around 6 percent, one
reason being the _popularity of In-

dividual hettrement Accounts, which
permit savers to salt away up to
$2,000 a year .without any current
taxeson the interest earned.
The concept has been widely acclaimed, but can the same be said
about the execution. There is no scarcity of ads, for example, urging
yvuag people to become millionaires
through the simple expedient of saving a couple of thousand dollars a
year. The advertisers know that
while it is conceivable, it is conceivabe only if interest rates remain
very high. And very high interest
rates, of course, mean high inflation
too.
As a result, any $2,000-a-year
millionaire will inevitably find in his
older years that prices will have
risen accordingly, and that in terms
of buying power he is right back
there amoriolhe struggling masses.
that, point has been made, but
there's another factor that needs to
be considered: Why should a young

by john cuniff

person unable even to save enough
money to satsfactorily house his
family, freeze funds for 30 years or
more?
Wouldn't these funds be better invested in a home, which at least has
the potential for keeping pace with
inflation? Isn't it as important to exist intelligently as a 35-year-old as it
is as a-65-year-eld7
Homes, however, are not currently
part of the supply-side agenda. In
fact, a popular argument exists that
money-that goes into housing does so
at the expense of industry. Industry
first, is the rationale, and then industry can provide jobs to pay wages
to be used in buying homes.
But that brings up a question that
never manages to get answered.
With more than 40 million Americans
in this decade reaching familybuilding age — mid 20s to mid 30s —
and with housing production in a
depression and not likely to rise up
from it soon, how are Americims to
be housed?

Today is Saturday, Feb. 6, the 37thi
day of 1982. There are 328 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Feb.6, 1899, the Treaty of Paris
was ratified. Under its terms, Spain
ceded Cuba, Puerto Rico, Guam and
the Philippines to the United States
for $20 million.
On this date:
In 1819, the East India Company,
represented by Stamford Raffles,
established a settlement at
Singapore.
In 1943, U.S. Gen. Dwight
Eisenhower was named Commander
in Chief of Allied Forces in North
Africa in World War II.
And in 1980, Iran's President Bani
Sadr denounced the militants holding
52 Americans hostage, calling them
"dictators who have created a
government within a government."
Ten years ago, Israel's cabinet
agreed to accept a U.S. proposal for
indirect talks with Egypt aimed at
reopening the Suez Canal.
Five years ago, Prime Minister Indira Gandhi's opposition held a rally
in New Delhi. Civil liberties had been
suspended in 1975, and the rally kicked off the first election campaign
after their restoration.
One year ago, the Labor Department's monthly employment survey
showed that the economy was still
surprisingly strong, despite high interestrates.
Today's birthdays: President
Reagan is 71. Actor Rip Torn is 51.
Thought For Today: Let the people
know the truth and the country is
safe. — President Abrahath Lincoln
(1809-1865).

thoughts y
in season
By Ken Wolf
The Judeo-Christian tradition
teaches respect for the world of
space and time, human history,
precisely because God sanctified
human history by acting in time — by
redeeming time.
The Jewish prophets, according to
Abraham Heschel,saw both the good
and the bad in the human story. They
found history to be "a nightmare'
with "more scandals, more acts of
corruption, than are dreamed of in
philosophy."
As faithful Jews however, the prophets could not even think of abandoning human history:
It would be blasphemous to
believe that what we witness is
the end (purpose) of God's
creation. It is an act of evil to
accept the state of evil as either
inevitable or final.
Man, of course, was charged with
helping God rectify the situation.
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datebook
Council will meet Monday
Council for Exceptional,Children will meet Monday, Feb. 8, at 7:30 p.m. in Room 215, Special
Education Building, Murray State Univrrsity.
Diana Tatlock, publicity chairman, said the program will include a sharing of special ideas or
materials for the special child in home or
classroom.

Tennis group plans play
Group C of Ladies Tennis of Murray Country Club
will play Tuesday, Feb. 9, at Kenlaic! Tennis.
Center. The group will meet at 9 a.m. at Dakota

Feed and Grain to go to Kenlake.
iineop is as follows: Court One — Laura
Miller, Deanna Parker, Annette Alexander arid
Renee Wynn; Court Two —'Leisa Faughn, Cathy
Mattis, Carol Waller and Ann Uddberg.
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Transvestite steals lingerie (Dewy
to keep his identity secret

He can't understand
DEAR ABBY: When I am definitely not gay,nor
read the letter from do I want a sex-change why I don't wake up,
"Light-Fingered in operation. I just love ready, willing and able.
Iowa," the teen-aged wearing__Ieminine Our weekend love life is
shoplifter, I had to write clothing in the privacy of fine, but the weeknights
because I have the same my home. (I've done this are killing me!
So how can I keep him
problem
but for a dif- for more than 20 years.)
will
weekly
Usher
of
at
Dick
speak
Prof.
luncheon
I steal
I'm sure there are happy and get enough
reason.
ferent
United Campus Ministry Wednesday,Feb. 10, from
ladies' lingerie from other 'men who steal rest at the same time? No
12:30 to 1:20 p.m. in Ohio Room 304, University
stores, not because I ladies' undies from jokes. This is serious.
Center, Murray State University.
TOO TIRED FOR
can't afford to buy it, but stores, friends and
Usher of Department of Instruction and Learnclotheslines, so perhaps a LOVE
I.
If
male.
a
am
I
because
ing, MSU,will talk about "Living In a Passive Solar
from
DEAR TOO TIRED:
were to buy ladies' good piece of advice
Home," according to Dr. Robert E. Farless, UCM
all.
us
help
would
The only viable solution is
you
the saleslady
lingerie,
LIGHT-FINGERED to synchronize your work
director.
would know that I am a TRANSVESTITE
schedules so you will both
transvestite, and that
DEAR LIGHT: Steal- be ready, willing and able
would be embarrassing.
ing for any reason is a at the same time.
•••
I get most of my things crime; But wearing
satisfy
to
order
mail
by
you
brings
whatever
DEAR ABBY: My
carni, cheese, chili beans, blackeyed peas, cabbage
applesauce, crackers, salad, garlic bread, but- my compulsive cross- pleasure in the privacy of daughter is about to
butter, chocolate sheet ter, banana pudding, dressing habit, but when I your home is not. So if become engaged to a
a pair of lacy nylon you see something you young man from a socialcake, pineapple, milk, orange, milk, coffee or see
panties, a pretty garter want, buy it with con- ly prominent family. We
coffee or tea.
tea.
belt or slip I really want fidence and without emnever met his
Wednesday — swedish
Friday — roast beef to have,I find them much barrassment. And don't have
His mother told
parents.
meatballs, hash browns, and gravy, lima beans, easier to steal than buy.
worry about what the my daughter that she is
butroll,
hot
green beans,
whole carrots, cornbread 3
I have nightmares of saleslady might think. waiting for me to issue an
ter, carrot cake, banana, dressing, hot roll, butter, being
caught, which She's there to make a invitation to her and her
milk, coffee or tea.
sliced peaches, milk, cof- would be doubly worse sale, not a judgment.
family for dinner "or
•••
Thursday — lasagna, fee or tea.
something" so we can
for me because of what I
DEAR ABBY: My hus- meet! Apparently she is
steal. I've tried to fight
these compulsions with band was reassigned to under the Impression that
everything that's in me the night shift some mon- the parents of the bride
and would gladly go to ths ago. I work days. should invite the parents
Monday,Feb.8
Tuesday,Feb.9
see a shrink, but I'm too When he comes home at 2 of the groom over first.
Hazel and Douglas Church Women will meet embarrassed for that, a.m., he's wide-awake
I am amazed that a
Senior Citizens Centers as follows: I with Louise too.
and ready for romance. I woman who travels in
will be open from 10 a.m. Morris at 9 a.m. and II
From appearances I am already three hours such a ritzy social circle
to 2 p.m. with lunch at with Christine Stub- am male in every way. I into a deep sleep.
doesn't realize that the
Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at blefield at 2 p.m.
Douglas at noon.
Groups of Christian
G. CORN, JR.
Mary Rowlett Group of Women's Fellowship of
Blood River Baptist First Christian Church
Church will meet at 7 will meet as follows: I
2-6-A
NORTH
''Often the fear of one evil
p.m.
•6 5
with Mrs. James C. Hart leads us into a worse.•7 3 2
Murray-Calloway at 10 a.m. with program - Boileau-Despreaux.
•A Q 107
County Need Line Board by Mrs. Harlan Hodges;
•K J 109
at
meet
will
of Directors
III with Mrs. Dan McKeel
WEST
EAST
Pagliai's at noon.
at 7:30 p.m. with pro•Q 1094
•J 83
East suffered fears about V Q J 109t
•8 5 4
Russell's Chapel gram by Mrs. Del Flem- dummy's club suit in his •3
•K 4 2
ing.
Church Wpmen will meet
•A 7 6 4
defense of today's touch and +532
at 1:30 p.m. at church.
SOUTH
go. game. Had he feared
Murray Star Chapter clubs
•A K 7 2
less and diamonds
•A K
Coldwater United No 443 Order of Eastern more, he would have found
•J 9 8 5
Methodist Church Star will meet at 7:30 the way to beat the game.
•Q 8
hall.
lodge
at
p.m.
Declarer won the first
Women will meet at 7
heart and quickly played his
p.m. at church.
Vulnerable. Both. Dealer:
Alcoholics Anonymous club queen. East was afraid South. The biddingSouthwest Calloway will meet at 8 p.m. in of dummy's clubs so he fool- South West North East
Parent-Teacher Club will western portion of ishly ducked his club ace. 1 NT Pass 3 NT All
Livestock.and Exposition With that trick stolen,
pass
meet at 7 p.m at school.
declarer switched his attenCenter.
Eva Crank
tion to diamonds, losing a
Opening lead Heart queen
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
finesse to East's king. East
Tuesday,Feb.9
Murray TOPS-(take off
Beta Sigma Phi sorority
Auditions for -The Im- pounds sensibly) Club returned a- heart to establish
portance of Being will meet at 7 p.m. at that suit for West, but it was worked and the early club
too late. Declarer now had play gave the defense a
Earnest" by Community Health Center.
nine ,tricks and East's club chance to make an error.
Theatre will be at 7 p.m.
ace served small purpose.
at old freight depot,
While it is true that isolatBid with Corn
Countryside
Murray-Calloway County Homemakers will meet ing a solid suit in dummy is
Park.
at 10 a.m. at home of sometimes useful, in today's South holds 2-6-B
AKRON, Ohio (AP) —
hand East's duck was a
Patricia Ward.
• 5
Evangelist Rex Humbard
futile • move. With a sure
Prayer coffee by Chris11 7 32
entry in diamonds in
says he feels "like any
tian Women's Club .of
•A Q 107
Senior Citizens Centers dummy. East couldn't hope
other father who loses his
9:30
at
be
will
Murray
4 K J 109
will be open as follows:
if North South
only daughter," but when
a.m. at home of Susan Dexter at 30 a.m.; Ellis to isolate dummy's clubs
were the course declar- 1'
that
Aimee Elizabeth HumMcKnelly, 1102 Meadow from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. er was to choose. And
bard says her vows on
ANSWER:
Two
diamonds.
Lane.
with lunch at noon; Hazel instead of a futile duck. Enough strength to make Valentine's Day, it won't
---and Douglas from 10 a.m. East should have grabbed two bids. Temporize in dia- be a normal wedding.
Circles of First United to 2 p.m. with lunch at his ace and fired back a
monds and support heart on
Miss Humbard, 22, will
Methodist Church Hazel at 11:45 a.m. and at heart to clear that suit. the
next round.
share her wedding
Later, declarer would have
Women will—Meet as Douglas at noon.
to risk the diamond finesse Send bridge questions to The Aces, ceremony with millions
follows: Alice Waters at
and East would be ready PO Box 12363, Dallas, Texas 75225, of television viewers.
church, Bessie Tucker at.
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
Humbard, a fundamenIn 1941, the United with his diamond king and for
home of Betty Lowry,and
reply
last heart.
talist preacher who heads
Maryleona Frost at States and Canada signed hisNote
that, declarer was
the Akron -based
Boston Tea Party, all at an act to develop the right in playing clubs before
-St.
ministry, estimates that
Lakes
first
The
performance
Great
and
a.m.,
Faith
9:30
the diamond (low to the nine
Doran at church at 2 p.m. Lawrence Waterway, would have been better). He of 'Gounod's opera more than 4 million peolater to be known as the could always count on nine "Faust" was given in ple will watch the
ceremony, which he will
Groups of First Baptist St. Lawrence Seaway.
tricks if the diamond finesse Paris in 1859.

Usher to speak at luncheon

Menus for nutrition program listed
Menus for the Nutrition
Program for the Elderly
and Meals On Wheels for
week of Feb. 8-12 have
been released by Tripp
Thurman, director of
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Program.
Meals are served Monday through Friday at
Hazel and Douglas

Centers and each Tuesday and Thursday at Ellis
Center. Meals are also
sent out each day.
Menus are as follows:
Monday — sloppy Joe,
corn pudding, pickled
beets, hot roll, butter,
fruit pie, apricot, milk,
coffee ortea.
Tuesday — chili corn

Coming community events listed
Saturday,Feb.6
Performances of "Happily Ever After?" by
Children's Company will
be at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m. at
old freight depot,
Murray-Calloway County
Park.
Ladies FullGospel
Fellowship will meet at
8:45 a.m. at Joe's Family
Restaurant. _
Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club
will have a guest
Valentine-dinner party at
6 p.m. at Mississippi
Room, University Center,
Murray'State University.

Sunday,Feb.7
Church from 2 to 4 p.m.
The family requests that
guests not bring gifts.
Gospel singing featuring The Fincher Family
of Halls, Tenn., will be at
1:30 p.m. at Oak Grove
Cumberland
Presbyterian Church.

Mr. and Mrs. Marshall
Higgins will be honored
at a silver wedding anniversary reception at
community room of
North Branch of Peoples
Bank from 2to 4 p.m.
First Presbyterian
Church Women will meet
Skating party, church- at 2:30 p.m.-at church.
wide, for Grace Baptist
"Happily Ever After?"
Church will be from 4:15
to 6:15 p.m. A social hour will be presented by
will follow at church Children's Company at 2
p.m. at old freight depot,
fellowship hall:
Murray-Calloway County
Temple Hill Chapter Park.
No. 276 Free and Accepted Masons will meet
South Pleasant Grove
at 7 p.m. at lodge hall.
United Methodist Men
will meet at 8 a.m. for
Alcoholics Anonymous breakfast at church.
and Alanon will meet at
p.m. at western portion of
Monday,Feb.8
Livestock and Exposition
Sigma Department of
Center.
Murray Woman's Club
will have "Sigma Night
dancSquare and round
ing will start at 7:30 p.m. Out" at 6 p.m. at Seven
at Woodmen of World Seas Restaurant.
Hall.
Recovery, Inc., will
Sunday,Feb.7
Mr. and Mrs. Newell meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Doores will be honored at Health Center, North
a 60th wedding anniver- Seventh and Olive
sary reception at Mt. Streets.
Hebron United Methodist
Murray Neighbor Girl
Scout Core will meet at
Bargain Matinees
9:30 a.m. at Girl Scout
Sat. & Sun. 2:00
cabin,Sharpe Street.
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parents of the groom are
supposed to invite the
parents of the bride first.
I don't want to start off
on the wrong foot with my
daughter's in-laws, so
what do you think I
should do?
WALKING ON EGGS
DEAR WALKING: Go
ahead and issue the first
invitation and never mind
what is socially correct.
•
Do you hate to write letters because you don't
know what to say?
Thank-you notes, sympathy letters, congratulations, how to decline and
accept invitations and
how to write an interesting letter are included in Abby's booklet,
"How to Write Letters for
All Occasions." Send $2
and a long, staped (37
cents), self-addressed
envelope to: Abby, Letter
Booklet, P.O. Box 38923,
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

Xi Alpha Phi Chapter
names chapter queen
has chosen Eva Crank as
their Valentine queen.
She has been a sorority
2 years and
/
member for 11
has served as recording
secretary.
Crank received an
associate degree in office
administration at Murray
State University.She not%
is employed at Hawaiian
Tropics, Don Faughn
Enterprises.
The queen will be
honored by the chapter at
a catered banquet Saturday, Feb. 13, at Community Room of North
Branch of Peoples Bank.

Aimee Elizabeth Humbard
to marry on television show
perform.
The nuptials will be
broadcast in two parts on
Humbard's weekly Sunday program Feb. 21 and
Feb. 28 over 240 U.S. stations and about 300 other
stations abroad, Humbard said. He said he will
ask all married couples
watching to renew their
own marriage vows.
Miss Humbard, known
as Liz, will be married to
Dan Darling of Acworth,
Ga., in the lavish
Cathedral of Tomorrow
in suburban Cuyahoga
Falls.

How the cookie crumbles!
The percentages shown are-for a
typically-sized all-electric home
and should
give you an
idea-'of where
your electric
dollar
goes.

As the costs-of- producing
Ask-us-for information-on
how you can reduce your
electricity—fuel, construction,
labor, interest, and materials—
energy use. The savings will
have increased, so has your
be yours.
electric bill. But you can save by
using less electricity. The largest
savings are possible in the areas
that use the most electricity—
heatingt cooling, and water heating.

2:00Sat.,Sun.
nid-Oan
Does Twain
orsy no going Sas
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Mattie Bell Hays Circle
of First United Methodist
Church Women will meet
at 9:30 a.m. at church.

THE ACES®IRA

By Abigail Van Buren
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Electric Floating/Air-Conditioning 60%
Water Heating
Refrigerator/Freezer
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Lighting, TV, Miscellaneous
Dryer
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SHAPE
MERICA!
AZEL HIGH SCHOOL — Members of 1934 student body of Hazel High School were, from left, front row,
Duran Edwards, Minnie Marshal, Alma Lee Soloman,Edmond Cherry, Audrey Oliver, Harold Brandon, Viva
Caldwell, Harvey Ellis, J. Ruth Brown, Clarence Herndon, Joe Paschall; second row, Mildred Armstrong,
Brooks Underwood, Tom Turnbow, Margaret Gibson, Bradford Armsgtrong, Truett Hawley, Celia Miller,
Hilda Fay Brandon, Kenneth Grogan, principal, Dallas Miller, V. White, Laurene Curd, Evelyn Alton, L. B.
Tucker, Frank Scarbrough, Maya Jewel Clayton, Willie Orr, Everett Hicks, Rubin Chrisman; third row, Cordelia Erwin,teacher, Mildred King, William King, Roy Mae Hart, J. C. Rowland, Mary Frances White, H. E.
Brandon, Maudie King, Robert O. Miller, Virginia Miller, Jack Kelley,teacher;
back row, Angelyn Brandon, Edward Fitts, Pauline Alton, Brown Clayton, Kathryn Brandon, Ginath Owen,
Eulala Bailey, Lilton Ellis, Geraldine Milstead, Milstead James, ha Nell Brandon, Otis Hatcher and Clifford
Brandon. The picture was furnished by Frank Scarbrough.
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HEALTH
Deal with heel spur
Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR bk. LAMB — people with painful heels
Recently I have been having who have never had a spur.
soreness of my right heel_
The spur itself usually
Right on the bottom. When I forms because there is
walk it pains me. Some something wrong. Think for
friends of mine claim they a minute of the arch of your
have the same condition, foot. There are muscles and
that there is a splinter press- tendons stretched from the
ing against my skin when I ball of your foot across the
walk and there is no cure for arch to attach to your heel.
this.
When these structures are
My shoe fits perfectly and pulled upon, they pull on the
I can't understand why my attachment to the heel bone.
right foot has this problem In time this mechanical
and not the left. Do you aggravation tears off some
know of any way to cure this bone and in the rebuilding
condition? Can the bone process a bony spur is
splinter be removed? Is formed.
there a material I can buy to
Sometimes there is
soften the impact on my inflammation, usually on a
heel?
mechanical basis, where
DEAR READER — Your muscles and tendons insert.
friends are suggesting you In other instances the norhave a heel spur. Even if you mal heel fat pad degendo they are common. It may erates and you subject your
have nothing to do with your heel bone to repeated injury
pain. There are many people because the norm,A fat
with a bony spur on the bot- cushion is lost.
tom of their heel who have
The point is that you corno pain and never have had rect the underlying problem
any pain. There are other rather than worry about the

Your Individual
Horoscope

bony spur. This is done by
putting a firm pad on the
inner surface of the foot to
tilt the foot to the outside.
This gets the weight bearing
off the muscles stretched
across the arcli,_. Or taping
the heel to tilt It may help.
In some cases a strip of tape
around the heel just below
the ankle bone and another
underneath and just in front
of therheel helps to make the
fat pad bulge and helps to
cushion your heel.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 11-10,
Common Foot Problems!
What to Do About Them,
which discusses heel spurs in
more detail. Others who
want this issue can send 75
cents with a long, stamped,
self-addressed envelope for
it to me, in care of this newspaper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
City Station, New York, NY
10019.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
wife insists on eating late
and she eats her largest

7ie

meal of the day around 9
p.m. By the time she finishes
it is nearly 10 p.m. and as
soon as she can get things
cleaned up she is ready for
bed. I tell her this is not
good. We should eat_ early
and not eat much before
going to bed. She claims it
will not affect your digestion
but I know better. Would you
please comment?
DEAR READER — Your
food will be digested just as
well whether you are awake
or asleep. You will get the
same nutrient value from it.
But as people get older they
often find that they sleep
better and more comfortably if they do as you recommend. Why? A large number
of people have a hiatal
hernia, a hernia of part of
the stomach through an
enlarged hole in the
diaphragm. The associated
leakage of a full stomach's
contents into the lower esophagus often causes night
time indigestion.

Filter Queen Vacuum
Sales and Services
All Parts And Cones

Frames brake

FOR SUNDAY,FEBRUARY 7.1982
What kind of day will tomor- Your social life looks prorow be? To find out what the 'rasing, but curb a tendency to
stars say, read the forecast be critical of others. Be
realistic when faced with an
given for your birth Sign.
doubtful career plan.
AR'M
late: keep MS 111111ber Far Future teterem.
(Mar.21 Va Apr. 19) VA PISCES
20)
Mar.
19
to
Feb.
(
experiment
Be willing to
with new hobbies, but avoid After a promising beginning
-7 'CM 44?. 1057W"NStCY3Ge""
extravagance. Keep your feet regarding a career matter,
on the ground with regard to your follow-through may be
inadequate. Complete what
romance.
J. P. Nesbitt's
you start.
TAURUS
are
is delighted
(Apr. 20 to May 20) t"-Sski;7 YOU BORN TODAY
and
analytical
critical,
to
announce
A career problem is solved,
but a home situation continues creative. You thrive on mental
selections
best with a
to be confusing. A relative ex_ pursuits and do
chosen by
the field of
education
in
good
deal_
ercises poor judgment in
Cindy
may have a
You
choice.
your
ing with others.
special talent for writing and
CorsonGEMINI
may also be drawn to
bride-elect
(May 21 toJune20) 1345g- philosophy.
Your perfecof
Though plans for a future
tionism can cause you to
Shop to krmernber"
trip are in order, you may
Mickey
fare
You
*pressed.
become
have problems with local
Butterworth
best when you can devote your
travel or visits. Try to avoid
Wedding
bigcause
to
a
mentality
fine
careless thinking.
Date
ger than. yourself. When
motivated by high principles,
;)
Marsh
19th
(June 21 to July 72)
you work for the betterment of
A new moneymaking idea mankind. Birthdate of:
looks good on paper, but there
Charles Dickens, novelist.
could be errors in execution.
Social entertaininrnent costs
could mount.
LEO
2
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 444,
Unexpected encounters prove romantic, but keep your
feet on the ground. Petty
disputes could arise. Rise
above little things.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
Though you seek_timelor
_Be a_ part of the_
solitude, don't waste it in idle
oldest running tradition
daydreaming. A new work
at
project should give you added
incentive.
Murray State
LIBRA
University
22)
Oct.
to
(Sept. 23
You may receive an unex45th Annualpected invitation. Social life is
active, but curb a tendency to
Production
go overboard. Avoid senseless
spending.
Performances:
Tickets:
SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov. 21) MAC
Feb. 11-13
Feb. 14
$3.50 Adults
Career and financial oppor8:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
$2.50 Students,
tunities come unexpectedly.
Don't just -barge ahead or
Sr. Citizens
Tickets on Sale Now
you'll overlook important
Tickets Available at:
Organizations:
details. Downplay ego.
SAGITTARIUS
for
Booth
SUB
$2.00 each
(Nov. to Dec. 21)
Cafeteria Lobby
groups of 15
It's a busy day for you, but
that doesn't give you the right
Music Dept. 762-4288
or more
to be careless about appointments. Don't pontificate. Use
Proceeds provide scholarships
words judiciously.
for incoming music majors.
CAPRICORN
16
toJan.
19)
(Dec. 22
MAic, Singing, Dancing!
Initiative brings career
Sponsored
by Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota gains. You may exceed your
Professional Music Fraternities
budget in planning for good
times with others. Try to avoid
excessive spending.

1-901-642-3815.................
Paris, Tenn.
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LOOK_AT THESE _SPF_CIALS!!
JIM
CROCE

AND THEY'RE GOING FAST!!
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Fick* tine
forecasts, TVA will be
discharging water for
several more days,so slip
down there and catch
some fresh fish.
One word of advice,
check the fishing regulations before doing any
snaggingl _
One of the most versatile lures used in this
area is a crankbait and
since we have thousands
of miles of shoreline to
fish these "diving lures",
I suggest you buy an
assortment of them and
learn to use them.
I have fished Rebel
lures since their beginning several years ago and
I think they have the best
selection of "fish catching" crankbaits tin the
market. I would also like
to point out, the world
record — two person

Missing Hill Resort
And Campground
Parking spaces for campers
camping traileEs, house
trailers on lots overlooking
lake. Rent by the week,
month, day or year. Call
436-5519 anytime.
(-

It% .1441.
-% %1 a is pits
L
AKWIN
limit, of bass, was taken
on Rebel Crankbaits.
The catch was made by
a man and wife, weighing
over 105 pounds! We may
not set any records
around here but we do

catch a let of bass.

Most of you know the
identifying feature of a
crankbait is the lip or bill
that causes it to dive
when pulled through the
water.
The length and.breadth
of the bill determines the
depth it will reach.
Another good thing to
remember, to save
reading the instructions
on the box is, deeper running lures have the line
eyelet attached directly
to the bill or lip, while the
shallower models eyelet
is on the nose of the lure!
I mentioned some
research done by Rebel
lures folks last year.
about how to make a
diver go even deeper than
usual and that is to use
lighter line and hold the
rod tip near the water
surface.
Crankbaits are
available in both plastic
and balsa.. I like the
plastic best because -they

•
VERNON'S WESTERN STORE

One Entire
Wall Of
Merchandise

--1

Cain's, AMC,Jeep

Levi Jeans

Mt.ns'15.95
Women's '23.95
8 Misses
Students '14.95

Children's'12"

(Hwy.641 North

753-6448
401

Storey's
VIA
SPORTING GOODS
Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

%leo_

Mon.-Sat. 9:00-7:00
Sunday - Closed

641 Super Shell

FOOD
GIANT

Bird dogs and quail thickets are good medicine
for Lee Derington of Marshall County. This 73-yearold hunter has had four strokes in the past 11 years,
yet he hunts bobwhites almost daily.
Photo by Wade Bourne
Lee Derington's three Tyree had described the
whistle blasts brought Marshall County resiBob Tyree and me at a dent. "He's been training
fast walk. That was the bird dogs for 50 years. Ile
signal Derington said can watch a dog run for 10
he'd blow if he found his minutes and tell more
pointer on birds. A quick about him than most peohustle up a hill and ple could in a year."
Derington grew up in
around a honeysuckle
thicket revealed the this west Kentucky counhunter waiting with ty, but like so many
shotgun at ready. Stick- young men of his time, he
ing out of the tangle was a headed north to work in
stiff white tail. The rest of the factories. He took
the dog's body was con- with him an affection (or
affliction?) for the quail
cealed by the brush.
-He's looking around. I fields and big, raw-boned
think the birds have run pointers who gallop down
on him," Derington said fencerows like runaway
as we • approached. Then colts. Interspersed with
he clucked at the pointer, his work and family life
The clog broke and began_ wereliberal doses of
circling to pinpoint the and quail and pheasants.
It's a passion he never
evasive covey.
The afternoon just outgrew, and one which
wasn't a fit one for quail he brought back with him
hunters. A strong wind when he retired here 11
blew from the south, a years ago.
wind which scattered the, "I guess you could say!
scent and made the birds owe my legs and maybe
skittish. Old-time quail my life to my dogs," Derhunters swear at days ington said as he skirted a
when
ntheiinr quail-looking woods.
o eli
"Since I retired, I've had
lights
quarry runs
four bad strokes. The doeThe Spring Canoe
trees.
And Lee Derington is tors told me to take it Escape is being organizdefinitely an old-time easy, but my dogs and my ed by Lake Barkley State
quail hunter. "He's the hunting have brought me Park Recreation Departresident dog trainer for back." I could attest to ment. It will be an inJOnathan Creek," Bob' that fact as I struggled to formal river excursion
keep up with the 73-yearthat will take the major
old inthawingaiud.
portion of the day. The
pride
Derington's
Lee
route will follow
canoe
is his pointer Jeff. That's
not all the dog's name. It the Little River Canoe
goes on and on, three or Trail located at Cadiz. It
four names that roll is open to the public. together off Derington's
Persons interested
tongue, backed up by the (BSA, Girl Scouts, churdog's sire and grand-sire, ches, clubs, etc.) should
all the championships make liarangements to
and full brothers and transport their own
other stuff that bird dog
men are so adept at canoes to the starting
discussing. His brother area located at the West

8 a.m. - 11:00 p.m.
Hwy. 641 So.
Phone 743-8322

NEW PERFORMANCE
THAT STANDS OUT

ataiut
753-9131

Your O-Haul Headquarters

C

sold for $1,500, and Derington has standing offers
of more than this on the
dog.
But the veteran trainer
is quick to add that Jeff
isn't for sale, not at any
price. "He's my friend,
my companion as well as
my hunting dog. Each
morning he comes in the
kitchen, and we have
breakfast together."
Having grown up in the
quail fields, I had a
special feel for the bond
between Lee Derington
and Jeff. We had a big
setter named .Mike,
whose efforts were
magnificient and whose
special place in our
hearts remains today.
Quail men and quail
dogs: the relationship is
strong,a true partnership
of working and sharing
and achieving. Hunting
dogs in general have immense resources of
character and personality, and working with
them is one of the most
rewarding aspects of the
sport.
"Jeff will do the work
for me, covering all the
ground while I walk the
easy path," Lee Derington said. His control
over the dog is almost
total. 4 whistle blast and
a hand signal are the only
actions required to
redirect the big pointer
along a gully or a
fencerow.
We'd covered a lot of
gullies and fencerows this
afternoon, all to no avail.
Bob Tyre has hunted
nearly every day of the
season, and he and Derington both agree that
there have been more
quail this year than in
any since the hard
winters of the late 70's.
The bobwhite has made a
real comeback, and
multi-covey hunts are the
rule rather than the exception.
But not today, thanks.
The wind was bending the
trees over. When we'd
met at a restaurant both
hunters had predicted
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SELLER OF LATE MODEL SALVAGE & AUTO PARIS

More For Your Next Boat'?

•COMPLETE ENGINES
•TRANSMISSIONS
•REAR ENDS
• STARTERS•DOORS
• ALTERNATORS
• WHEEL COVERS
•RACtiOS•WHEELS
• AUTO ACCESSORIES

Featuring
'Boss Hawk Boats
• Authorized Evinrude

'1.C. Pontoons
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Sales 8. Service
FI/117RUOF
SALES &
SERVICE

R.R. 2 Buchanan, Tenn.(901)232-8221

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service

410 N.4th
- 753-8364-753-6779

753-5500

Introducing Funk's new G-4522. Here's the new hybrid that's show,ng it can
yield, but oiso in stalk strength, drouth
stand out from the crowd Not just
tolerance, early growth, ear retention, groin quality and horvestability That's a
tall order for any hybrid to five up to. But 6 4522 is meeting the challenge in
every category. That's what mokes G-4522 stand out Give it a try but see me
for you order soon, because we hove introductory quantities only
And see me for these popular hybrids, too
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Plant the World Yield Leader.

Buchanan Feed
753-5378
Industrial Rd.
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slow action. Their's were
the voices of experience.
Oh, we saw a few birds,
mostly flushing wild and
winging into the next
county. Once, the dogs
were trailing quail upwind through a thick
woods, when the covey
lifted up a hundred yards
ahead, sailed through a
thicket and disappeared,
not to be seen again.
Later on Pat, another
of the pointers in Derington's kennel, thought
she had birds nailed in a
weed patch on the side of
a soybean hill. As we hurried to her, the quail
flushed wild. One
cockbird made the
mistake of swinging past
Bob Tyree, and he downed it with two quick shots
from his 12 gauge.
A third covey held only
a few seconds for 'fyree's
young dog, Princess.
They flushed back over
my head, streaked
toward a honeysuckle
patch and disappeared in
the jumble. tee Derington was on the other
side of the cover,and Bob
Tyree and I held our fire
because of uncertainty of
his position.
The afternoon wore on,
and Lee talked about
other great dogs he's had
and the trades he's made.
"Have you heard of a dog
named so-and-so?" he
would ask."He was out of
such-and-such kennel and
won such-and-such championships. Well, I had a
son by his full brother
who I traded to..."
As the sun settled and
we plodded back to the
truck, I was thankful to
have been again in the
quail fields, even with the
wind and the disappointments. But disappointments live in the mind only. We make them, and
we erase them. Lee Derington has erased many
disappointments and setbacks, thanks to bobwhites and pointer dogs.
For him it's the best
medicine, and it goes
down easy.

Canoe event planned

Open 7 Days A Week

Where "Service Is Our Business

Hw.641 South

by Wade Bourne

cast better and will take
more abuse, such as hitting rocks and limbs.
However, balsa often provides more action on a
slow retrieve.
Some anglers believe
there is only one way to
retrieve a crankbait and
thats fast.
I personally, have
lamed from others, to
use a stop and go method
if the bass are a mite slow
on hitting.
After reeling a few
turns, stop and allow the
lure to float upward past
an obstruction or simply
to "look injured", then
start it downward again.
Many times the fish
will strike on the pause. A
slow retrieve, allowing
the lure to swim on or
near the surface can also
be very effective in
warmer water.
Color of lures should be
chosen for the water
clarity and the season or
time of the year you are
fishing.
There is a lot of room
for discussion about colors. but we will take it up
at a later date.
_Try 'em this week if
you get a chance.
Happy Fishing!

Olympic Plaza

Men's or Women's Insulated
Boots s 10 to s40 Ott

Marray Ledger & Times
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.
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I haven't heard any
good reports about
fishing either Barkley or
Kentucky lakes this
week. As you know we
have had some near-flood
situations from all of the
rain and then melting
snow, so this really helps
a lotkof guys who snag fish
below Kentucky dam.
Anytime the floodgates
are open there is a fairly
large movement of fish in
the swift waters called
the "boils."
Catfish are the most
sought after, but many
times you Lan catch
stripes, crappie and
sauger in the area just
below these boils.
The currents are still
too swift for minnows but
'92 ounce lead head jigs
work very well. Judging
from tits current weather

OBITU,

SHELTER

PURINA
CHOWS

Mal
MELO OF MITI

Located On

Broad protection available
for most boats, motors,
trailers, and equipment
in one package policy

New Concord
Hwy. Murray,

Murray, Ky.

NoxtIro Lyons Electric
•

753-0632
8•5

Cadiz Park Boat Ramp.
Canoes will put in at 8
a.m. and continue down
Little River ,to,..the
destination point at the
Lodge Marina.
No fees will be charged,
but box lunches will be
available for $3 and shuttle service back to the
starting point will cost $1
per person.
No canoiest will be able
to participate without
proper Coast Guard approved floatation devices
for those in each canoe.
Participants must bring
their own canoe, paddles,
preservers,etc.
Canoeists should contact- Bobby Hancock at
the park for information
and reservations.
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Daisy Mae
gives birth
to twin bears
CLIFTON, Texas (AP)
— As it turns out, Daisy
Mae wasn't lonely after
all — she was pregrIant.
Daisy Mae and Abner,
two black bears at the
Texas Safari Ranch near
bare, are now parents of
twins. The 5-year-old
bears were mascots at
Baylor University, some
35 miles away, until they
retired to the ranch.
Daisy Mae gave birth
at 9:20 a.m. Tuesday, a
surprise to park officials
who didn't even know she
was pregnant.
"She had been pacing
for the past two weeks but
we thought it was
because she was lonely,"
--said- Mike Cloer, public
relations director for the
park.
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Students urged to obtain social security information

John Brook
dies; former
resident here

Services for John
Villiam Brook, 48, Hazel
lark, Mich., were conlucted Friday, Jan. 15, at
fabernacle Baptist
7,hurch there. Burial was
n the Oakview Cemetery
it Royal Oak.
Brook, principal of
kvondale School
3istrict's Community
enter, died Tuesday,
Jan. 12,at his home.
He received his
bachelor arts degree
from Murray State College in 1956. He earned a
master's degree from
MSC in 1962.
Brook was immediate
past president of
Michigan Association of
Elementary and Middle
School Principals and
had served on Hazel Park
Library Board.
He is survived by his
mother, Jessie
McReynolds Brook,
Hazel Park, Mich.,
formerly of Calloway
County, and several
ciipsins in this area.

Murray State University students who will be
eligible for Social Security benefits in the 198243
school year are being
urged to ascertain immediately how recent
Social Security changes
will affect their monthly
payments.
Johnny McDougal,
director of student financial aid at Murray State,
said they should call their
Social Security Office to
get that information
before they file student
financial aid forms for
next year.
"Since the forms
reflect Social Security
benefits and those
benefits are to be reduced," he explained, "applicantis should take
special care to be accurate because this information is used to
determine financial aid
eligibility."
McDougal said the filing date is April 1 for
students to make applications at Murray State for
financial aid in the form

Cooking class added to schedule
A class in International and Continuing EducaCooking has been added tion at Murray State.
Cuisine of exotic
to the non-credit class
schedule for the spring cultures will be taught at
semester at Murray State each session, and an
University and will be of- authentic meal will be
fered twice - Feb. 15- prepared and served.
Interested person-a
March 1 and March 22April 5.
should write or call the
Each class will meet on Office of Conferences and
Monday evenings for Continuing Education,
three weeks. They are iSparks Hall, Murray
part of a schedule of non- I State University, Murcredit classes offered by ray, Ky., 42071, telephone
the Office of Conferences (502)762-4229.

will be guests on the live
call-in show.
Mark Reinhardt, host
of the weekly series, will
talk with his guests about
IRA investments' and
then invite listeners to
call with their questions.
"Speak Easy" is
among the fine arts programming on WKMSFM,a regional radio service of Murray State
University.

Fashion & Western
JEANS All New Styles - lust Completed

4

- The diet!, on the instudent who is
Murray State. _
at
enrolled
or who plans to enroll.
The impact the
reductions will have on
financial aid programs because reductions in Social Security
resources will be Coming
at a time when other
financial aid program
dollars will be reduted.
ffecttheTeductions will have on
students' families
because, in many cases,
benefits received by a
student are used to help
the family at home mum thin a minimum standard
of living.
dividual

Sunday
Thru
Tuesday

SALE

Valentine's Day Gift Guide
Ea.870
Individually Boxed

•
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EEE•

Misses' Sizes
32A-38C
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Full Figure Sizes
38-40 D;408-44C
%%%%%%%
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Our Reg. 2.96

.9

2.22

Your
Choice
4-slice Toaster, Iron Or Hair Dryer
Toaster has Bread Brain"' control Light'weight steam itein is-s-eff:Cfecining. 1400:
watt dcyer includes-5-altochmeats Save_

Easy-care Bras
Variety of styles and
fdbritS. - White_ _ _. Save

87

rs

Our Reg. 1,17
"Bravo" Striped Dish Towel At Savings
16x27-inch uPsoda_e_ol _cotton_ terry
dish towel with fringed ends Colors
Our Reg. 670, 13x13" Dishcloth, 47*

40;74CAPQ7d111/Q2dIkl/C7dbl

1.67
-

2.31

200-sq. Ft.
.
118
)

150 Per Box
970

PLEATED BOTTOM

. SANDWICH
VoLAD

IRA consultant to be on program
Anyone who has questions about the new Individual Retirement Accounts (IRA) may want
to listen to a special edition of the "Speak Easy"
program at 5:30 p.m.,
Tuesday, Feb. 16, on
WKMS-FM,91.3.
Bank officials Pat
Latimer, an IRA consultant with the Bank of
Murray, and Bill Boyd,
Peoples Bank president,

carefully -- one to restore
Social Security student
benefits and another to
extend the date on which
4:tudents- cciutifi-inrolt- in
college from May,1982,0
Ottober, 1982, andlo permit those enrolling in that
period to complete up to
four years of college.
However, McDougal
finds no cause for optimism about either bill.
He said he doubts that
eithepwill bgenactedigto
law.
Summarizing the
changes in Social Security student benefits,
McDougal said he sees
three major areas of concern:

The Saving Place s-

Business firms will be
asked to provide the correct business name, address, telephone number,
names of owners and officers, and business
classification. There is no
charge to be listed in the
directory.
Residents contacted by
the survey workers will
not be asked to buy
anything. Information
gathered in the survey is
to be published in the next
Murray City Directory, a
community refirence
book used by local
businesses, emergency
services, and governmental agencies to improve
products and services to
area residents.

on a full-time basis
through July, 1982. No
payments to them will be
made after that date.
Stifflehts who- were -entitled to benefit prior to
September, 1981, must be
enrolled as full-time college students before May,
1982, in order to receive
monthly payments.
McDougal urged
students affected by the
Social Security changes
to. make their concerns
known to their congressmen and to senators
representing them in
Washington.
Two bills have been introduced, he noted, which
should be watched

- Open Daily 9-9, Sunday 12-6

Census takers obtaining
information to update directory
Census takers working
for Johnson Publishing
Co. are contacting local
residents to obtain current information to update the new Murray City
Directory.
The Survey workers
are local residents and
will be contacting people
by telephone or by going
door-to-door in some
neighborhoods. Residents
will be asked to provide
both the husband and
wife's first names and occupations, whether or not
they own their home, address, telephone number
and names and birthda t es of minor
children. Persons 18 or
older will be given a
separate listing.

-and which
students
students should be aware
of as they analyze all
resources available- to
them."
Beginning this year, no
tit-petits will be paid for
May, June, July or
August, even if a student
is attending school those
months, nor are students
eligible for any future
general benefit increases
as are other
-beneficiaries. College students 18 to 22
who first became entitled
to Social Security
benefits in September,
1981, or later will receive
payments only - for the
months they are enrolled

over
of grants, -loans and/or • gradually reduced
g
years_
three
next
the
Student employment for
Payments wilt be 25
198243.
50
Approximately 450 percent less in 1982-83,
and
1983-84
in
less
percent
State
Murray
at
students
1984-85,
are receiving Social 75 Percent less in
after
_payments
no
with
will
that
benefits
Security
total an estimated $1 April, 1985.
"The 25 percent reducmillion for 1981-82. About
50 percent of - those tion in monthly benefits
students also applied for for 198243 will mean that
some type of grant, loan some $130,000 to $148,800
or student employment, in Social Security
resources will not be
accorditig to McDougal.
to on students
available.
Information contained
in a recent Social Securi- who applied for financial
ty publication indicates aid programs this year,"
that payments to full- McDougal pointed out.
He said the Social
time students who were
publication lists
Security
Security
Social
to
entitled
benefits prior to other changes in the proSeptember, 1981, will be gram which affect

Naos

621/2-sq. Ft.
970
Limit
2 Pkgs.

•
75,1-gat.
Size
1.58

Buy Any Four Of These Items
And Receive

Glad' Plastic Food
Storage Products

6-pr. Pkg.
Our Reg. 1.47
Nylon Knee-hi's
Sheer, with nude heel
Misses' sizes 8'/2 -11

$2 MAIL-IN
REBATE From Union Carbide
See Store Display For Details

118
970
970

Food Wrap
freezer Wrap
Sandwich Bags
Food Storage Bags

1.14

1.67
Johnson's" Powder
,a-oz • c]t:)y powder
Johnson'ellcrby Shampoo, 16- oz." Size, 2.31
• Net wt

8.97

CAMERA TRADE-IN SALE!

' Film Developing Specials

5.97

02

20 Exposures

See details in store

DEVELOP AND PRINT

Adults'

odacolor .11Focar

Men's & Boy's

(

we:301,32,33,

34, 36, 38, 40

'8" To94" Cash Only

4

Color Print Films
up to

12-Exp. 1.98
up to

•20-Exp. 2.98

Men's & Women's

8.97 Our 10.97
Shirt

Work Jeans

bur 7.97, Sweat Pants 5.97

tfooded Sweat
Cotton/acrylic pullover.

up to
24-Exp. 3.38
up to
36-Exp. 5.58

Auto Focus

•
• 660 Sun"'Camera
68.88Allowance -10.00

• Net Cost

C-41 PROC ESS F0.150E41,
C?? ASA 400 S1'GE411.MORE

4

K mart
Price
Trade-in

After
Trade-in

58 88

640 Sun'"' Camera
K mart
49.97
Price
Trade-in
Allowance
Net Cost
After-

Trade-in

-5.00

44 97

_On_Sale
Mon. Thru
Sat.

Women's

$8"I,To $1400
Cash Only

sins/AR 13, 15,

AdcVhoi( coil.o, servEces
00.°real e atro cost
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LANDOLT LTD
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Murray
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•For 600 series camera orgy

Sum--Tues. Only
Sold In 4-,6- Or 8-packs

Sale Price
SERVICES INCLUDE.
1 Repack front wheel bearings
2 Replace front grease seals
3 Computer balance all 4
wheels
4. Align front end

13.17
600 Su-11-'441ml_
High-speed '-eptdrLand film. Get_ per-_-ftsCrpiCtu-res -Save .

Limit 16

35.88

Save On Front
End Special
For many U.S cars
Disc . brakes $10
more. Shop now.

in'
!FRAM

790
Sale Price

41494

Ea
Autolite' Spark
Plug Savings
For many U S cars
Resistor Spark Plugs, Ea.990

700 U.S. Highway 641 N. Murray, Ky
Rt.7 Sedalia Rd..Mayfi: d,Ky.
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Lakers down Farmington,85-59

Nute credits defense with Friday win
tion Tuesday at home minutes remaining, the the game was out of Tuesday game is middle
Cats were eager to play reach when Garrison school night, and all
against Fulton City.
He said it really doesn't with Calloway and picked scored a basket, and then Calloway middle school
matter who's in the star- up the pace after Teb- scored another one with students will be admitted
ting five once Lovett betts fouled out.
an inside hook as he was free to the game.
"They didn't give up," fouled. He completed the
returns because "we've
CALLAWAY 115
got six or seven we're go- Nute said. "Even though three-point trip to make it, Gammon 11 4-720, Key 10 04 20. TebII 2.2 IC Darnell 7 74 21; Mailer 2 2ing to play all of the time, we were 20-up they were 82-58 with 2:24 remaining 4bens
6; Butterworth 1 2-2 4
FARMLNPTON 1511
it doesn't matter. Darnell still in it because of the and the substitutes came
Moreland 5 3-4 13; Nance 1 0-2 2; Ku
played exceptionally well fast pace of the game."
in for both squads.
5 74 17. Smith 112-4 24 Riley 1 1-12,
Farmington realized
tonight."
Nute said Calloway's Coleman 0 1-2 1
Calloway filled the
Center Bryan Tebbetts
basket consistently hit- also contributed to the
ting 34 of 61 from the field victory in a big way as he
for 55 percent. But Coach scored.14 points and grabChic Nute said after the bed 13 rebounds. Guard
game the winning factor Brad Miller was tied for
was defense.
second in team rebounds
"The defense won the with Darnell with eight.
game for us," he said. Miller — who scored six
"Dan Key did a tremen- points — was instrumendous job on Rusty Pigg." tal to the team's attack as
The Wildcats' main gun is he pushed the ball upPigg, who averages 28 court to open the way for
points a game. Although his 11 assists.
pigg's movement did not
Calloway held the edge
seem restricted by a re- in team reboounding 41cent ankle sprain, his 26.
scoring was hampered by
Farmington — now 10-9
Key, with a little help on the season — smelled
trouble when they fell
from his friends.
Pigg — who scored .17 behind by six pointsin the.
— was fronted by Key second quarter and Pigg
while teammates Craig exited the game with
Darnell and J,:ff Garrison three fouls.
At the start of the sefell off their men to help
out inside. The same cond half, the Cats dropthree also led the Laker ped to 10 behind, then
offensive charge as Calloway ran off six
Darnell led his team with unanswered buckets to
DARNELL DEFENSE — Craig Darnell led all Laker scorers with 21 points
21, while Garrison and knock the lead up to 58-42
Friday night, and also played aggressive defense on Jeff Riley while Farmat the end of the third
Key each had 20.
ington star Rusty Pigg observes play. Photos by John Salerno
Darnell usually sees period.
Despite pinpoint outplaying time as sixth
man, but has started side shooting from Todd
Smith, who led all scorers
since forward Keith
Lovett injured his foot with 24, and leadership
'last week. Nute said from Pigg, Farmington
Lovett, one of the team's could not regain momenLEXINGTON, Ky. SEC's-top spot, each at 9- are "really-tough at home'
biggest scoring threats, tum after.slipping behind
will return to practice early. Even though they (AP) — Kentucky Coach 2. Kentucky, ranked and I guess they'll come
Monday and could see ac- were down by 20 with 5:00 Joe Hall thinks that any ninth, is 7-4 in the league in here to prove that
success Kentucky enjoys after an 83-81 overtime they're tough on the road,
tonight against Ten- loss at Auburn, and faces too.
nessee will depend on the a must-win situation in
Wildcats' ability to guard tonight's showdown with
"...They play Very
Dale Ellis.
hard, very aggressive.
Tennessee. Kentucky and
The Tennessee for- Tennessee are each 14-5 They have good role
The Murray High- game will start at 4:30 ward, one of the leading overall.
players that support their
Symsonia varsity and p.m. while varsity tipoff'scorers in the
main players and they
junior varsity basketball will be at 6 p.m. Both Southeastern Conference
"Usually, after a loss seem to be playing their
games have been games will be played at at 22 points a game, was on the road, we come roles unselfishly and with
limited to 19 points last back and play well at enthusiasm," Hall said.
rescheduled for today, Murray High.
Wednesday in the home," Hall said. "I hope
Eli Alexander, Murray
"I think their tempo is
The games were Volunteers' 55-53 loss to that's the case this time." pretty standard. They
athletic director, said this
postponed Friday night Mississippi.
morning.
But, he added, the Vols run the (fast) break when
Hall said Kentucky will
The junior varisty because of weather.
"try to keep the ball away
from him inside, make
him come out on the floor
as far as possible to
receive it.
Mel Purcell drew a bye specialist Andres Gomez
"But they're very glib('
Gomez
Ecuador.
Western Kentucky may the nine-team standings.
of
the
of
round
first
in the
at
getting it inside to have been fooled the first
6-3.
7-5,
Purcell
Memphis Open Tennis defeated
Sophomore guard Guy
Wojtek Fibak of him," Hall added. "If you time it played Morehead
Tournament.
and
they
front
if
lob,
him,
leads the
Minnifield
seed,
5
No.
Wayne
Coach
the
State, but
The Murrayan is seed- Poland,
you
he's
play
behind
him,
with
scoring
in
Eagles
seedit
seventh
on
counting
the
became
is
Martin
event,
ed 14th in the
got a hundred moves when the teams meet to- 15.1 points a game,
scheduled to start next ed player to be defeated,
followed by Glenn Napier
losing a quarterfinals when he catches it."
day.
week.
The Mississippi loss
"I'm sure we won't 10.4 and Norris Beckley
Purcell, the eighth-seed match to Australian Kim
cost No.16 Tennessee sole catch them fiat ," said . 10.3. Beckley recently
in-the United Bank Tennis Warwick 6-2, 3-6, 7-6,
possession of the SEC Martin, whose team was moved up to 14th place on.
Classic Tournament, was while John Sadri won 7-5,
lead.
The Vols are now picked to finish fourth in the school's careerof
Curren
Kevin
over
7-6
upset in straight. sets
tied with Alabama forthe the league. "But we've scoring list with 1,021
Africa.
South
clay-court
by
Thursday
been playing quite well points.
Western Kentucky, 13lately. I'm kinda proud of
won
We've
this team.
straight games arid that's
the first time we've done
that since 1972. We're
playing pretty close to
NEW YORK (AP) —
our potential."
Morehead State, 12-7 Calling the defendant a
overall, posted a 59-57 somewhat "greedy inupset over the Hilltoppers dividial," &federal judge
when they squads met sentenced former Boston
College basketball player
early last month.
The Eagles, coasting Rick Kuhn to 1-0 years in
along on a six-game winn- prison for conspiring with
ing streak, are in third gamblers to fix games
place in the OVC with a 7- during the team's 19783 record. They trail only 1979 season.
U.S. District Judge
Murray State, 8-1, and
Western Kentucky,9-2, in Henry- Bramwell, sitting
By John Salerno
While the roads were
icing up from Calloway
County to Farmington
Friday night, the Lakers
put the heat on the
Wildcats with strong
defense and hot outside
shooting on their way to a
85-59 victory.

CROSS-FLIER — Farmington's Jeff Riley flies underthe board to attempt an
impossible angle shot after Laker guard Brad Miller took a swipe at it.

Kentucky coach to concentrate on Vols' Eltis

Murray,Symsonia games
rescheduled for today

KEEP AIL DIRT
ASHES AND SMOKE
OUTSIDE!
Yin-PAM

4111

"I told them to get their
heads up, that the season
wasn't over and that we
had a lot of road ahead of
us."
But Hall conceded Kentucky now has little
chance of Winning the
SEC regular-season title.

II Wall thermostat controls draft
and blower — for more even
heat distribution and comfort
control.
U Compact. yet works We a
giant Efficient for all types cO
homes. mobile homes. shops
and hog & calf barns

We can refer you to many satisfied customers
who are already saving with the Sure-Flame
Furnace.

OZARI(LOG HOMES
SHOPPE
di"• Hwy.STOVE
• Service
"
t21 Ity-Poss Murray, Ky. 753-6771

7, whipped conference foe
Eastern Kentucky 61-34
on Thursday.
In other games Saturday involving OVC
teams, Tennessee Tech is
at Akron and Middle Tennessee visits Youngstown
State. Murray State plays
at Austin Peay in a
regionally televised
game on Sunday.
Middle Tennesee, 14-6
overall and 7-3 in the

league, ended a two
game losing streak
Thursday when it downed
Akron 65-63. The Blue
Raiders had lost to 83-73
to Oral Roberts and 75-61
to Tennessee Tech in a
conference game last
week.
"This will be a good
place for us to regroup,"
said Middle Tennessee
Coach Stan Simpson of
the swing through Ohio.

Quality
Stoves

"The road is tough to win
any time, but I think it
will give our players an
atmosphere to really get
their offensive production
back where it should. We
also need to improve on
defense now,too."
The bulk of Middle Tennessee's scoring has
come from guard Rick
Campbell, 17.6 points a
game, and forward Jerry
Beck, 16.8.

Former BC cage star gets 10 years

in Brooklyn, rejected a said. "I don't believe in
plea for leniency from them."
Bramwell said that in
Kuhn's lawyer, Gary
Zimmerman.and declin- the future ether college
ed to consider a request athletes who are tempted
for an alternative to participate in schemes
sentence such as public -to fix games will think
service work rather than twice when they
jail for Kuhn, 25, of remember what happened to Kuhn.
Swissvale,Pa.
"Unfortunately, I don't
"On final analysis,
give alternative
deterrence emerges as
sentences," Bramwell
the most important
sentencing objective,"
the jutige said.
The prison term is
believed to be the stiffest
sentence ever given to a
college player convicted
of fixing basketball
Automobile leasing can save you from a lot of
games.
It
free
details,
too.
can
troublesome
problems and
The judge noted Kuhn's
your cash. Simplify tax accounting— Help you
role in the Scheme
central
predict vehicle costs. And by leasing your auto
that during the
said
and
from us, you can save money on leasing itself.
four-week trial nobody
Here's why:
ever testified that Kuhn

Leasing can
free up your money!

Larger heating
capacity saves
you money.

II 'High efficiency — zero heat low
with fiberglass insulation and
galvanized, painted vieather
cover
• EAR) capacity 1460 CFM
blower with unique baffle
system for 80,C00-140,000 B1U
output

Hall said his players
"were really down" after
the loss to Auburn.
"I thought they gave a
little extra effort in our
preparation (for

The SEC tournament
"looks like the best salvation for our season if we
can finish strong and
we're certainly going to
try," he said.
"We have probably the
toughest road schedule
left with Vanderbilt,
Alabama and LSU. We
still have to prove
ourselves here at home
against Tennessee,
Mississippi and
Mississippi State, so it's
not going to be easy, even
here at home."

Auburn)," Hall said.
"Our practice was very
good down at Auburn.
Their attitude seemed
good and, for threefourths of the game, they
played very well.

Eagles close to potential,to face WKU

Purcell draws bye in tourney

Burns wood or
coal efficiently.

they have it and are very
mechanical when they
don't have it. They will be
very patient offensively if
they feel they're having
difficulty attacking our
defense. If they don't feel
they're having difficulty,
they'll go on and play to
score."

As port of one of the largest auto dealer leasing
organizations in the world, we can lease you -an
auto at a low money-saving price. That's why we
can offer you good prices on used cars, too.
In addition, factory-trained experts can keep your
leased vehicle in top condition. Come in for full
details on low-cost car leasing.

LEASING

Porker Ford
701 Main

Inc.

753-5273

entered the scheme reluctantly or ever tried to get
out of it.
"Rather, he emerges
as somewhat of a greedy
individual," more concerned with making
money than with winning
games, Bramwell said.
Prosecutor Edward
McDonald declined comment on the sentence, as
did Kuhn, who remained
free on bail pending appeal of the conviction

But Kuhn's lawyer called
the length of the prison
term "outrageous."
Kuhn's 10-year
sentence was for his Nov.
23 conviction of conspiracy to commit
racketeering, conspiracy
to commit sports bribery
and interstate travel to
commit a crime. He could
have received 20 years on
the racketeering conspiracy charge alone.
He was convicted with
four others of conspiring
to fix the point spread of
at least six games during
the Boston College
Eagles' 1978-79 season so
that their betting syndicate could beat bookies'
odds on the games.
The former reserve forward and at least one
other unindicted player
were paid $2,500 for each
game in which they shaved points.
On Jan. 22, the judge
sentenced three others
convicted in the scheme
— James Burke of
Queens, and brothers Anthony and Rocco Perla of
Braddock Hills, Pa. to
terms from four years to
the maximum-of 20.
A fourth defendant,
Paul Mazzei, of Pittsburgh, will be sentenced
retlf12.
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Through the years, Barnett stillloyal to MSU
A couple of comedic actors named Bob Hope and
Bing Crosby were riding
high in Hollywood with a
film called "Road to
Rio."
The Big Ten Conference was still the Big
Nine. England's Queen
Elizabeth waF Princess
Elizabeth, preparing for
,her own Royal Wedding.
Minnesota Governor
Harold Stassen was
ready to run for President for the first time.
And, Ruby Barnett was
watching the Murray
State Racers play basketball.
The year was 1947, and
while many things have
changed in the ensuing
years, one thing has remained constant. Rudy
Barnett is still watching
the Murray State Racers
play basketball.
Barnett, 62, is a loyal
fan, indeed. He has missed only one Racer home
game in the last 34 years.
That was three years ago,
when he missed a late

December game because
of a death in the family.
"I guess I've backed
the boys as much as
anybody over the years,"
Barneti said. "I've
always been personally
acquainted with most of
the boys, and I think that
makes it more interesting
for me to watch the
games."
"I do a lot of work on
the boys' cars and get to
know them," he said.
Barnett has owned and
operated a wheel alignment. garage in Murray
for the past ten years.
Barnett began following Racer basketball in
1947 when he was working
at a Ford garage run by
the late Ray Mundy.
Mundy was a big fan of
Murray State and encouraged his employees
to go to the games.
Barnett went - and he
liked it.
"I played high school
basketball," Barnett sid,
"so I really enjoy the
game. A lot of people like

game Barnett can recall
is a game in the 1950-51
season when the Racers
held off Beloit College
from Beloit, Wicenn sin
80-78. But the most
memorable single game
for Barnett was a recent
one.
"Last year's game with
Austin Peay is one that
really stands out,"
Barnett noted. "We were
dOwn by two points with a
second left and Kenney
Hammonds jammed one
down at the buzzer to tie
it. We won in overtime.
That was really one to
remember."
One of the best teams
Murray State has had, in
Barnett's estimation, was
the 1979-80 squad that, led
by Gary Hooker, went to
the National Invitational
Tournament.
Of the hundreds of
players Barnett has seen
in action in the last 34
years, he feels the best
was probably Garrett
(Daddy Beshear, who
came to MSU as a 27-

to fish or hunt, but I don't
have the opportunity to
do those things because of
my working hours."
"There were lots of
times when there was
snow or ice on the ground
when my wife ( Mary
Nell) said 'we maybe
ought to stay home
tonight instead of going to
the game' and I just said
'we can walk on over
there' beccause we only
live about a mile from the
arena."
Barnett remembers the
days when professional
teams played exhibition
games in Murray in the
early 1960's. Among the
players appearing were
Wilt Chamberlain, Oscar
Robertson and Clyde
Lovellette.
"We've been real fortunate to see the style of
basketball that we have
in a small town like Murray," Barnett said."A lot
of larger towns don't
have the high caliber ball
that we have."
The earliest single

year-old freshman in 1949
and became one of the alltime greats
''He was a fine
gentleman and a great
player,' Barnett
remembered.
"Sometimes, his eyes
would kind of get glassy
and that's when you could
tell he was really ready to
play."
Barnett also saw current Racer coach Ron
Greene play at Murray
State from 1 959-6 2.
"Greene wasn't the
caliber of player that today's boys are, but he
was a good, steady guard.
He was the type of player
that would win a lot of
games for you. Even
when he was playing, I

Sports at a glance
High school basketball scores
By The Associated Press
Friday Games
Boys
Allen Central 60. Boyd Co S9
.r _
Allen Co. 73, Caverns 62
Ashland 74, McDowell 64
730T
Ashland Fairview 76, Raceland
Auburn 56, Russellville 54
Bardstown Bethlehem 73. Bardstown
58
Bellevue 99, Dayton 67
Buckhorn 60, Red 13ird 53
Bullitt Central 68, Eminence 38
Bullitt East 59. Spencer Co. 48
Burgin 57, Williamstown 46
Caldwell Co.60, Lyon Co. 49
CALLOWAY CO.85, Farmington 61
Campbellsville 78, Washington Co 65
Carroll Co 71, Anderson Co 56
Cawood 62, Whitley Co 62
Christian Co U. Clarksville, Tenn ,
NE 58
Clay Co. 61, Middlesboro 53
Clinton Co. 90, Wayne Co. 79
Cloverport 87, Lou. Christ. Aca 79
Conner 115, Boone Co. 58
Corbin 46, Harlan 45
Coy Catholic U. Campbell Co 47
Cumberland Co. 59, Warren Central
51
Da viekrCo 90, Owensboro Apollo 68
Dixie Heights 66, Beechwood 55
East Hardin al, Fort Knox 63
Edmonson Co 84, Franklin-Simpson
Elizabethtown 69, LaRue Co. 53
Erlanger Lloyd 69, Coy.Scott 51
Erlanger St. Henry 57, Cov. Latin 55
Everts 80, Barbourville 77
Fort Thu Highlands 66, Walton Verona 56
Glasgow 49, Adair Co. 47 20T
Grayson Co. 71, Ohio Co. 63
Green Co. 63, Tompkinsville 51
Greenville 61, Drakesboro 48
Hart Co. 81, Meade Co 67
Henderson Co. 43, Webster Co. 38
Hopkinsville 82, Tngg Co 73
Hughes-Kirk $2. South Hopkins 59
Jackson 52. Whitesburg 37

Lex. Henry Clay 66. Paris 63
Jeffersonville. Ind 60, Lou Ballard 51
Frankfort 55, Harrodsburg 50 Mullins
Johnson Central 70, Russell 60
Invitational
Ky Country Day 75, Trimble Co 48
Betsy Layne 57, Greenup Co. 48
Laurel Co. 65, Pulaski Co. 61
Girls
Lawrence Co. 68, Magoffin Co. 6301
Adair Co. 47,Glasgow 13
Leslie Co 77, Dike Combs 63
Auburn 42, Russellville 41
Letcher 46, Fleming-Neon 39
Montgomery
Bullitt East 75. Spencer Co. 28
84,
Station
Lex. Bryan
Daviess Co 64. Owensboro Apollo 51
Co. 39
Elizabethtown 43. LaRue Co 28
Len. Lafayette 63, Hazard 41
Fort Knox 43. East Hardin 34
43
Co
Jackson
79,
Len lutes Creek
Knox Central $4. Pineville 42
Lou. Butler 63, Lou Bishop David 54
Lou. Atherton 52, Lou Male 16
Lou. Central 82, Lou_ Shawnee 61
Lou. Central 51, Lou Shawnee 54
51
Co.
Lou Eastern 53, Estill
Lou. Fairdale 53, Lou. Doss 51
Lou. Fairdale 43, I,ou Doss 42
Lou_ Holy Rosary 90, Lou. Ninth h 0
Lou Fern Creek 70, Lou Seneca 61
11
61
Lou Iroquois U.Lou. DeSales
I,ou Manual 71, Jeffermintown 52
Lou Male 51. Lou Atherton 34
Lou. Seneca 52, Lou. Fern Creek 42
Lou Manual 50, Lou. Jeffersontown
Loc. Southern 60, Lou. Pis Ridge
45
Park 34
I,ou. Moore 57, Lou St. Xavier 52
Lou. Western 52, Lou. Valley 30
Lou Ninth & 0 38, Lou. Beth Haven 27
Ohio Co. 64, Grayson Co 44
Ion PLs Ridge Park 60, Lou
Baptist 51, Riverside Christ
Oneida
Southern 54 201
11
Lou. Victory Chris._ 32, Bethel Christ.
Rockcastle Co. 49, Barren Co. 19
30
Rowan Co. 82, Maysville 41
Lou Western 66, Lou. Valley 62
Russe1167, Johnson Central 46
Ludlow 57, Newport 54
Tompkinsville 62,Green Co 35
Marion Co. 68, Nelson Co. 55
Warren Central 71. Cumberland Co.
Mason Co. 73, Lewis Co 59
5.5
Maysville SI. Harrison Co. 58
Webster Co.40, Henderson Co 42
Maysville St. Patrick 80, Deming 49
Whitesville Trinity *Graham 23
Morgan Co 53, Paintsville 52
North Hardin 65, West Hardin 35
Oneida Baptist 96, Riverside Christ.
62
Owsley Co.64. Wolfe Co.62
Paducah Tilghman 78, Heath 40
Portland Christ. 88,St Francis 43
Potter Christ. 46,St. Rornauld 83
Rowan Co. 56, Dorton 16
Scott Co 79, Bracken Co 44
Silver Grove 65,.Augusta 51
Simon Kenton 52, Coy. Holmes 46
Univ. Heights 55, Graceland Ind. 48
Virgin U.Knott Co. Central 75
Warren East 66, Bowling Green 46
West Hopkins 64, Livingston Central
62 Tournaments Central Ky.
Conference

Arena.
Romania's Virginia Rum,the No. 4
seed, was upset 2-6, 6-4, 6-0 and
eliminated by unseeded Rosalyn Fairbank of South Africa
John McEnroe
TORONTO ( API
defeated Roscoe Tanner 6-1, 6-2 in the
Challenge
Tennis
Molson
6350,000

toi

illympic Plaza

In other matches, Jimmy Lorin..
scored a 6-3, 6-2 victory over Eliot
Teltscher, while Czechoslovakian Ivan
l.endl beat Australian Peter
McNamara 6-4,6-4
NEW YORK API - the Nastase of
Romania was suspended from Volvo
Grand Prix play for 21 days, the Men's
International Professional Tenn is Council announced
The suspension, effective Feb 8, was
invoked because Nastase had incurred
more than 85,000 in minor offense fines
over the past 12 months

PEBBLE BEACH,
Calif. ( AP) - George
Bi.frns had the lead - but
wasn't too sure of it.
"We'll all know how we
stand when the sun goes
down Saturday," Burns
,said.after his escape from
woods and water at
Cypress Point resulted in
a 1-stroke lead Friday in
'Le second round of the
41st Bing Crosby National
Pro-Am golf tournament.
He had a 136 total, 8 under
par,for 36 holes.
But it won't be until
after today's third round
that all 168 pros will have
played one round over
each of the three
Monterey Peninsula
courses. Since the three
courses . have varying
degrees of difficulty, it is
not until that time, most
of the pros agree, that the
real leader can be determined.

STORE HOURS:
Mon.-Sat. 9:00-700
Sunday • Closed

FACTORY INVOICE COST
YEAR-END SALE!!

Murray

AUTO-5 SHOTGUN
U L Reg $51495

Saies4012°

U L Reg $52495

CITORI OVER/UNDER HUNTING MODEL
,s517
"
Reg 5669 95
IC22
RIFLE
AUTOMAT
U L Reg $229 95

"
Sale$179

B-92 LEVER ACTION 44 MAGNUM
UL Reg $28995

s22495

BAR HIGH POWER AUTO RIFLE
,Standard Cal
S40495
'it Reg $51995
BAR HIGH POWER AUTO RIFLE

Victory over Benton ups
Murray frosh cage record

Magnum Cal
U L Reg 551495

4462°

31 $

IL
Ii

MODEL 336C .30-30 or .35 REM
Silo 513938
UI Reg $169 95
MODEL 3361 .30-30
,S13938
U L Reg 5(69.95
MODEL 1894 .44 MAGNUM
Sale$14619
ut Reg i8953
MODEL 444S .444 CALIBER
s,;$156
U L Reg 519995
"
MODEL 5510 SUPERGOOSE 10 GA BOLT
U L Reg S19995

58612
U I Re;• 5101 95

Sal.

XP 100 PISTOL 221 FIREBALL
$20431

Sr'49 95

MODEL 7400 AUTO RIFLE
C 134

es31995

MODEL 870 PUMP PLAIN BARREL
"
s194
U I Re.; 5254 '45
MODEL 870 PUMP VENT RIB

sr

Sale$28051

MODEL FOUR AUTO RIFLE
$311"

111 Reg 5375 95

MODEL 700 ADL BOLT ACTION
U I Reg 5279 95

$220°7
MODEL 870 3" MAG PLAIN BARREL
S2105°
UI Peg, 5275 95
MODEL 870 3" MAGNUM VENT RIB

U L Reg 5284 95

"
Sale$233

MODEL 700 CLASSIC BOLT ACTION
Sale525462
U L Reg $304 95
MODEL 700 BDL BOLT ACTION

SAIP

"
5236

U I Reg 5334 50

Sale$27613

,Savage
STEVENS MODEL 94-C SINGLE BARREL
.40
s,,,s52

MODELS 058. 098 & 490 S BARREL
'Single Barrel.
U

R.g S67 95

Sale$
49
'

MODEL 340 .30-06 BOLT ACTION
$241 95
Sale$1767°
UI
MODEL 700 DL 22 MAGNUM AUTO w --S.
FN

.o.,th Scope,
U Reg S249 95

"
Sale$1ii2

INCHESTE

Sale$14795

OTHER MODELS THAT
ARE NOT LISTED ARE
AVAILABLE

095

NYLON 66 APACHE BLACK

Silo

L Reg 5394 q5

$QShe

U L Reg $96 50

$292°7
MODEL 1100 3" MAC PLAIN BARREL
$943231
S3619
MODEL 1100 3" MAGNUM VENT RIB
q5

UI Reg S30995

le

In Friday's edition of the
paper the Murray Appliance
advertisement should have
read, We have Day & Night
T.V. Service.

Saies4087°

NYLON 66 MB or BD MODEL

MODEL 1100 AUTO. PLAIN BARREL
Sale526462
U L Reg $32 95
MODEL 1100 AUTO VENT RIB
ci‘ol

n

h

two rounds," Nicklaus was 71-142. Tom Kite,
who last season broke
said.
Watson's four-year string
pro
Hal Sutton, a rookie
and former national as the leading moneyamateur champion, and winner, was 70-143. All
Jim Silipons were at 137, a three played at Spyglass
single stroke behind Hill.
Burns, who won thi3
Burns. Simons shot a 66
and Sutton 67, both at tournament. in 1980. said
he "hit it -all over the
Cypress Point.
Bruce Lietzke had an place. I'm very happy to
erratic round of par 72 in be where I am. It was a
the warm,sunny weather crazy kind of round. I got
- his effort at Cypress in- a lot of breaks."
As an example, on the
cluded four birdies, two
sixth, he hit his separ-5
bogeys, a double bogey cond into shallow water
and was at 138.
With Nicklaus at 139 near the 10th tee, waded
were Danny Edwards in after it. splashed it out
and Bobby Wadkins. Ed- and eventually saved par.
wards had a 67 at Cypress And, on the 14th, he chipand Wadkins 68 at Pebble ped in for par-4 "where I
easily could have ma*
Beach.
Tom Watson, the cur- 6," he said.
rent Masters champ and But he saved it.. and
a two-time winner here, took' sole control of the
had 73-142. Johnny Miller, top spot, with a pair of
who edged the fast- twos on the 15th and 16th.
closing Nicklaus by a shot "Playing the 15th and
last week in San Diego, 16th 2-2 is unheard of," he
said.

SAVE UP TO $230 UNDER 1982 PRICES. SAVE $$$ SAVE $$$ SAVE $$$
emington
BROWNING

326
15 31
Kansas City
By The Amocmted Press
318
• 14 30
Utah
EASTERN CONFEFtENCE
289
12
Atlantic Division
-Dallas
n
PaellBeDivIda
L
Pet. GB
W
756 34 11
-Seattle----- -31---13-. 705
Boston
696
1
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696
32 14
32 14
Lou Angeles
Philadelphia
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Washington
6
568
25 19
.468 13
22 25
Portland
New York
545
7
20
,
13
24
457
21 25
Phoenix
New Jersey
304 18
14 32
Central Division
San Diego
689 14
Friday's Games
31
Milwaukee
442 11
19 24
Boston 145, Denver 144
Atlanta
436 11'7
20 26
Philadelphia 116, New Jersey 112
Detroit
435 11,7
20 26
Los Angeles 90. Washington 87
Indiana
t3',
391
18 28
Detroit 110, Chicago 103
Chicago
20.7
227
10 34
Kansas City 109, San Antonio 102
Cleveland
Milwaukee 117, Dallas 92
WtMIN CONFERENCE
Midwest Dlvlslo
Houston 106. Phoenix 104
Pct GB
L
W
Portland 121, Utah 100
667 -30 15
New York 90,San Diego 65
San Antonio
6'1
.522
24 22
Seattle 104,Golden State 99
Denver
ZL
.311
Houston

CORRECTION

Burns has yet to play
Spyglass Hill, probably
the most difficult.
Jack Niclhaus says
Spyglass Hill has long
been his jinx course.
"There's nothing really
wrong with the golf
just
course," he -said.
can't figure out how to
play it.
"Maybe it's just too difficult for the limited
number of shots I have in
my bag," quipped the
man generally regarded
as the finest player the
game has ever known.
But Nicklaus got past
Spyglass with a 2-underpar 70 in the second round
and was only 3 strokes off
the pace at 139. He plays
his next two rounds at
-Pebble Beach-, one of his
favorites.
"I'm delighted to be in
reasonable position and
headed in the direction of
Pebble Beach for the next

SPORTING GOODS-

••••I •••••• km, ••
• ••

AUTO-5 MAGNUM SHOTGUP

Rusty Wright also had six
points for the victors.
Monday the Tigers host
Calloway County in_ a
preview to the freshman
tournament which begins
Feb. 15 at Murray High.
The first time the two
crosstown rivals met this
season the game went into double overtime.

Rudy Barnett

George Burns takes stroke lead
into third round of tournament

SPORTING GOODS

Pro basketball

Murray High's
freshmen boys improved
their basketball record to
6-5 with a 46-31 victory
over Benton'.
Steve Rutledge led all
Tiger scorers with 11 and
three of his teammates
chipped in nine each Jamie Johnson, Mike
Wilkins and Jay Wells.

Friday's College Basketball Scores
By The Associated Press
EAST/
Brown 69, Harvard 64
Howard U 79, Bethune-Cookman 61
Penn 52. Columbia 47,01
Princeton 55, Cornell 50
Towson St 76, Vermont 611
Tufts 83, Upside 81,0T
Yale 84. Dartmouth 65
SOUTH
Florida A& M 79, Delaware St 74
NortkCirolini 96,Furman 69
N Carolina St 54, Citadel 44
MIDWEST
Buena Vista 73, Wm Penn 71
Butler 70, St Louis61
N Dakota St 61. Morningside 58
N Iowa 68, Was -Green Bay 61
FAR WEST
E Montana 91, Carol!, Mont.62
Idaho 72. N Arizona 40
Montana 61, Weber St.50
Montana St 110, IdahoSt 67
Nev -Reno 92,Boise St.61
N Colorado 71.5 Dakota St 47
S Utah 75, Regis 54
Stanford 79, Oregon 76,01
UCI.A 69.Southern Ca166
Utah 67, ColoradoSi 57
W New Mextco 87, N Utz Highlands

1100)

Sports in brief
TENNIS
Top-seeded AnDETROIT APi
drea Jaeger beat No. 5 seed Anne Smith
6-2. 2-6, 6-4 in the quarterfinals of the
$150,000 Avon Championships at Cobs

College
basketball

always did think he would
make a good coach."
Modern basketball is
different in a lot of ways
from what Barnett grew
up with.
"The rules have changed lot. The athletes are
improved. They're larger
and they can jump
higher."
Barnett buys season
tickets every year and he
and his wife sit in the
same seats every game.
He plans to keep coming
to the games as long as he
possibly can.
So, at the next Racer
home game, look into
Section C, Row 2, right
behind the visitor's
bench. Rudy Barnett will
be there. He always is.

Reg 5339 95

sale$25774

MODEL 94 TRAPPER .30-30
L Reg $16995

Sal.

AC-

STEVENS Model 311 20 GA. DBL. BARREL
51 3710
U I Reg 5189 95

Sale

STEVENS MODEL 125 .22 S.S. RIFLE
S ngle Snot,
U L Reg $5495

•JJ

MODEL 77R CENTERFIRE BOLT ACTION
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U
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13950
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Sales227

MODEL 44 MAGNUM AUTO CARBINE
Sale$21495
L Reg S269 95
MODEL 10/22 DLX..22 AUTO SPORTER
Deluxe,
U Reg $13995

SaleS 0081
MODEL 10/22 ST. .22 AUTO PORTER
Standard'
58120

U L Reg 5114 95

Sale
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Camp Tishel found while researching in LBL
By Judy Maupin
When I was researching cemeteries in Land
Between the Lakes, I
spent many pleasant
hours roaming through
the hills of that beautiful
country. One of my
favorite spots was the
place near Ginger Creek
where Camp Tishel had
at one time been.
By the time I
discovered it, down a dirt
lane and tucked between
two ridges, about all that
was left was an old home
made front a former log
cabin, two outbuildings,
and the stone wall in front
of the house. There was
also an old car parked in
the yard which had
"Camp Tishel" painted
on it, which was the only
way I had ofiabeling the
spot.
My curiosity about the
spot enabled me to learn
that there had been a
summer camp for retarded children located there.
Before that, in very early
days, there had been a
lumber camp (you can
still see rotting piles of

logs along the old road
that goes to the lake) and
leather tannery.
Although there supposedly are old tanning vats
there too, I have never
been able to find them.
The Stewart County
history which was
published last year will
be the source of my next
few columns. These excerpts were written by
Anna Mary Tishel Brandon, and give a history of
the Tishel family.
"The subject of this
history, (Francis Zavier
Taishle) an early settler
of Stewart County, was
born in Prestige,
Bohemia, January 10,
1837.
"Because the Austrian
rule, Franz Joseph, had
dominion over Bohemia
and was forcing all 16
year old males into the
Austrian army, he preferred to leave home and
family rather than come
under the dominion of
Franz Joseph. Francis'
parents, Joseph and
Mary Taishle, gave their
only son permission at

1

2 Time period
3 Fodder
trough
4 Encounter
5 Shade tree
6 Scale note
7 Sicilian
volcano
8 Milsical
Instruments
9 Cubic meters
10 Hawaiian
rootstock
11 Adam Eve
16 Condensed
moisture
18 Ceremonies
20 Restricts
21 Declare
22 Pertaining to
pitch
23 Nobleman
25 Stage
- whisper
26 Substance
28 Italian river

"The father, Joseph
William, was a tanner of
leather and refinisher by
profession. He owned his
own tannery in Bohemia.
Francis' mother, a
homemaker, was a very
artistic person with needle work and culinary
duties. Mary and Joseph
were born and spent their
entire lives in Bohemia.
"Good-byes through
misty eyes were said
June, 1852, for a young
fellow who would not be
15 years of age until
January 10,1853.

'It was a long rough
voyage of nine weeks.
This young man saw
some of his fellow
travelers buried in the
deep waters of the ocean.
"Francis was a very
mature youngster for his
age and build. He was
about 5'6" tall and weighed 115 pounds.
Scholastically well advanced, he liked history
and read much. Instead
of brooding over leaving
his home and family, he
was meditating and
visualizing his future accomplishments in
America.
"After a safe journey
Francis Taishle spent
seven years in a Bohemian settlement in New
Orleans. In the meantime, his older sister
Cathrine Taishle was
already married to
Richard Moller, a native
of Bohemia. Richard and
Cathrine had a daughter
Cathrine, two sons, Dick
and George, and a baby
-son was born the year her
little brother left for

America. When the family left for America,
Cathrine left the baby
with her mother in
Bohemia until he was
four years of age because
he was a frail child and
she feared be might not
endure the long journey
to America. She and her
family settled in St.
Louis, Missouri.
"When Francis took a
vacation from work and
school in New Orleans to
visit "Katrinka" and her
family, as Francis called
his sister, he saw baby
John for the first time.
While in St. Louis he
heard that the Rakoff
Tannery of Paducah,
Kentucky, needed a
supervisor. He went to
Paducah to investigate.
He liked the set-up and
also the salary, so he accepted the job and remained there for a few
years."
Next week, we will
follow Francis Taishel,
later known as Frank
Tishel, as he puts down
roots in Kentucky.

Cooper talks about earthquakes
at society meeting at state park

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Dress border
4 Measuring
device
9 Resort
12 Old Danish
coin
13 CholC•43 part
14 Coal
measure
15 Bicycle for
Iwo
17 Sea nymph
19 Obtain
20 Lowest
point
21 Cook slowly
23 Babylonian
deity
24 Vapor
27 Rocky hill
28 Separate
30 Actual being
31 Article
32 Trucks,in
Britain
34 Give - to
me
35 Domesticate
37 Forsaken
38 Harem room
39 African
antelope
41 The two of us
42 Russian City
43 Stupefies
45 Sum up •
46 Chant
48 Most ancient
51 Golf gadget
52 Gem weight
54 Female ruff
55 Weight of
India
56 Muse of
poetry
57 Coral, for one
DOWN
1 Torrid

/
2 years to go
the age of 141
to America.
"Francis Taishle settled in New Orleans shortly
after he came to
America. He had arrived
after a nine weeks
journey with only his
native language. The
young fellow knew only
Catholic teaching, but
was well advanced in
school and also a vocation. The son and his four
sisters received training
in the community in
which they lived.

Answer to Friday's Puzzle

1121G UDLOI
FIZIO
UUMUU ECU
MO000121 DEMO
DOUG MUM
ONO OUOUOCUO
OUOU MOO UU
LIU LEMON IZIC11:1
OD QUM OGIUMU
00000OUM COM/
OUOU MEE
MAXI LOCUM
0121M MIME COO
DO COMM UUM
29 Weary
44 Approach
32 Slow, in
45 Choir voice
music
46
boyo
33 Printer's
47 Born
48 Word with
measure
36 Expert
meal or cake
38"CiarnrhiladS -49 Notice
40 Dimwit
50 London meal
42 Unusual
53 Sun god

Bennie Cooper, instructor in the Department of
Safety Engineering and
Health at Murray State
University, is advocating
that safety and security
professionals in the area
lead the way in preparation for a possible earthquake.
He spoke Tuesday
evening to the LBL Section of The American
Society of Safety
Engineers (ASSE) at
Kentucky Dam Village

State Resort Park on thly to discuss timely
"Preparedness for a _topics, is Madetip*sefeNatural Disaster: The- ty engineers from West
Earthquake."
Kentucky, Southern IlCooper emphasized the linois, Southern Indiana
need for agencies and in- and Northwest Tendustries in the Jackson nessee. Dr. Marvin Mills
Purchase to plan for help of Murray State is the
from outside the area in chairman.
the event of an emergency because sufficient aid
Cooper joined the faculmay not be available ty at Murray State in 1979
locally to provide the after serving in the U.S.
needed service.
Army. He and his wife
The LBL Section of the Mary live on Stadium
ASSE, which meets mon- View Drive.

Your Individual
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THERE'S A RABBIT!
5EE HIM?OYER THERE!

ARE YOU GOING TO
TRY TO 14I1 HIM
WITH A SNOWBALL.?

o

INS WIN Pinhoe*Sam* ow

LET'S SEE-SHALL
I PLAY MY DRUM
OR READ
A
BOOK

OH, DEAR --LIFE 15 SO
COMPLICATED

the home. Work opportunity

n49-•LiD
elessuddenly'
(July 23 to Aug. n) 41244k
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QUIET,SHE
GIVES ME
VITAMINS

Ti-IERE A GUY GOING
AROUND IMPERSONATING
GENERAL

LEO'S
GOLD-GEMSSILVER
lamedisee Jewelry Repair.
Nest jeis 10-20 wiwirtei.
le Gleam Realty (reer)
404 N. 124 Street. Lou
prises in el Jewelry
repair.

For Sale
large assortment
of genuine 24 Kt
gold dipped leafs
36 different styles
52.95 Each.

Gold &
Silver Inc.
Olympic Plaza
753-7113
Open 9 a.m.
to 9 p.m.
eGlasswork and Mirrors
M & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of frames and custom
cut mirrors. We do store
front replacement picture framing and cut
glass table tops. We
custom make gun
cabinets,
show cases
and display cases. Also
install auto glass. window glass and plate
glass. Repair storm
windows
storm doors
and patio door glass. M
& G Glass 816 Coldwater
Rd. 753-0180 or 753-2798.

CREDIT
PROBLEMS?
Master Card
or Visa
No Credit Check
Guaranteed Fete
Details
Send SASE to:
Get

HOC
Box 210570
Doles, Tx. 75221

17"'

S
issues,
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) dr
GEMINI
The accent is on relation- (May 21 to June 20)
ships, with a positive oppor- A seriousness of purpose
tunity to stabilize existing ties. helps you with creative work.
to
impromptu
intmd
areliku
X.ims
and communications
new friends citing,
An
6115 kinks
exf
(THEY THROW BACK)
THROWING SNOWBALLS
AT RABBITS 15 RI5101...

2. Notice

THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides•
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now available. 1503
Stadium View Or. 7539356.
Tupperware Party Feb.
8, 1982 404 College Cts,
6:30p.m. If you have
any questions call 76)4464 Anita Broadnax.

Greater self-confidence
--l
Come_s now. You're on solid
"Lets Get
footing and will impress
others. You'll find an imPhysical"
promptu date stimulating.
With the toughest
VIRGO
(Aug.23 toSept. 221 s nPuA. Aerobic Class in town.
Registration and intro
A new work idea comes
session Tuesday, Feb.
unexpectedly, but don't get so
excited that you forget to com- 9 4-7 p.m. Late
plete an unfinished task. Tidy
registration Thurs.
up your affairs.
Feb. lltb 4-7 p.m.
LIBRA
Murray
(Sept.Z3 to Oct. 22)
Romance blossoms now, but
remetnber
fulfill your I lissith Spa
regular social obligations. A
214W. 15th St.
child's thoughts impress you I Fitness Instructors
most favorably.
Alice Craig
SCORPIO
Lou
French
(Oct.23toNov.21)
.....
•
Something catches your eye
today, and you just have to 3. Card of Thanks
buy it! Also, you'll begin to see
the results of work done There are SO many who
showed such kindness
behind the scenes.
help to our family
SAGITTARIUS
_mop. and
when our home was
(Nov.22toDec. 21) al
destroyed by fire.
Far-off
friends
want to see oor
inadequate
e
arrangements
eqdueaetp
you,
so make
to express
for a visit. Join others at a appreciation and sinmovie or cultural event. Put cere thanks to everyone
for all that they have
your originality to woric!
CApiticoRN - 4,----F4r-- done, We- want to give a
thanks to the
(Dec.22 to Jan.19) AU kyr special
County Fire
Readjust your thinking Calloway
Resque Squad and
about savings. Now's the time members of the Flint
to make long-range plans for
Church
future security. Expect efforts
our
ir
th
B iorts Chtosa?e:
Rita &
significant business gains.
home. Eddie,
Lisa Culver.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20to Feb. 18)
You'll receive an unexpected message from a friend. L051: brown Labrador.
Sharing duties with a loved Reward -offered for
one adds to closeness, information leading to
return. Chris Miller
Socialize in the evening.
753-1294.

n

rneeV

i-rfs
HIM!

PISCES

(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
Keep some new career ideas
under wraps, even though the
spotlight is on you. Hard
Pasi
. brings Yr°
recogru
intion
thenow
dbne
YOU BORN TODAY have
business acumen and do well
in business for yourself. Multitalented, you can succeed in
art, science, writing, banking,
acting, religion and real
-Cslate. You also have strong
humanitarian leanings.
However,individuality will be
the keynote of your success. It
is important that you do your
own thing. Do not let a need
for material rewards keep you
from investigating your
creative potentials. Birthdate
of: James Dean, actor; Lana
Turner,
Verne,
author. 2 .1
er,actress
,1.nd jui
.
ex

6. Help Wanted
Secretary. TParaLegal
shorthandiewiredr_
legal preferred. yping
fulltithe.--Action -Per
,
sonnel 753-6532 or 7530418
PAID ON-THE-JOB
TRAINING Learn a
complete your
skill,
education with us. 17-30
years old. Generous
travel mnd advenpay
ture with the NAVY.
Phone Navy toll free
1
Mon Fri. 8am-2pm
800 238-5580.
Permament position for
an experienced seamstress 3 to 5 days a
week. Send resume
listing experience and
references to PO Box
Ky.
1040D Murray
42071.

ilK1031
6. Help Wanted

14. Want to Buy

Lady needing home
care for invalid. Room
board pay. 759 1661.

A used youth bed.
mattress. Call 489 2186.
Peal table lin. slates
Stapleton preferred
Regulation size. Call
753 1279.
Want -to buy raw furs
Raccoon
mink
muskrat red and gray
fox opossum beaver
and coyote. Call 618 342
6316.

HELP WANTED
LECO Inc.
Needs en engineering
aid to do calculations,
estimating cor•
respondence for
Systems Division.
Background in math,
blueprint readies and
report

writing

desirable. Proficiency
with word processor
end file maintenance
essential. Experience
needed in all areas.
Excellent fifers for
well qualified person.
Resumes only to

Leo) Inc.
P.O. Box 7508
Pedecah, Ky. 4200 1

Summer EmploymentSuper attractive female
first mate for my 40ft,
party boat. I entertain
business clients.
April
through September. I
require a beautiful
swimsuit attired lady to
serve refreshments. If
you like the sun. boats
and water, with short
hours and good pay
write PO Box 446
Ky. 42001 for
Paducah
a personal interview.
Telephone Survey
Workers needed part
time to update Murray
City directory. Work at
home. Send replies
including name,
address, and phone number in your own hand
writing to Mrs. Hilda
Lavender 505 Olive St.
Murray, Ky. 42071.

30in. Gas range. Call
after 6p.m. 489 2282.
Antiques- oak
walnut
pine furniture. Col
lectibles and miscellaneous. Open 7 days all
year. Across from Paris
Landing State Park.
Call 901-642-8119.
Beautiful bedroom
twin bedroom
suite
rebaby bed.
suite.
guns
frigerator.
maple
table and 6 chairs.
753-9138 or 753-5292.
February Savings.
Drastic saving on all
furniture bedding and
accessories in the store.
Check with us bfore you
buy. Carraway Furniture 105 N. 3rd 753-1502.
Like new brown plaid
sofa-bed. Call 753-2603.
Two sets of coffee tables
and end tables. AM-FM
stereo.
8-track en
tertainment center. Call
753-6962 after 5p.m.
White bedroom set
trimmed in gold.
Canopy bed, chair and
desk with a butch top.
Dresser with bookcase
top
4 drawer night
stand. Call 753-0309.

19. Farm Equipment
1962 Ford 2 ton dump
truck
1963 Ford 2 ton
M International
flat
tractor. 753-6186.

WANTED
l
Responsible party to
take up payments on
like new piano.

CLAYTONS
753-7575
23. Exterminating

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Phone 753-391 4

24. Miscellaneous
-- -200-Amp code trailer

9.Situation Wanted
House cleaning every
other week. Have references. 759-1255
7531277.
Responsible mother
wants to babysit babies
and small children. 5
minutes east of town.
759-1692.
Will clean houses. Call
489-2855.
Would like to haul odds
and ends for people. $10.
per truck load. 753-8547
after 5p.m.
753-8694
days.

10. Business Opportunity
$50 000 to $80 000 per
year. Are yiNi bored
with your job
tired of
working for the other
man? National Company based in
Lexington. Ky. is looking for 4 distributors in
10 county area. Call
606-231-7886 collect.
Small business for sale.
Local business over 5
years old. Gross over
$125 000 last year. Good
opportunity. 753-0180 or
753-2798.

14. Want to Buy

la. Home Furnishings

CAR STEREO Pioneer.
Marantz
Kenwood.
Mitsubishi, Sanyo. Professional intallation.
Sunset Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.
Used upright piano. Call
436-2165 after 5p.m.

We ore o National Company specializing in
Hot Food Vending
equipment featuring
National brand presold
foods. Your machines
will be located by professional locators in
fac'tories, schools,
hospitals, industrial
complexes and similar
high traffic locations.
Your machines hove a
one year factory warranty plus a location
guarantee and company expansion program.

fin1111110-51154115

New Sharp carosel
microwave oven and
cart. $325. Will consider
trading for old pickup.
Call 753-0398 after 4p.m.

22. Musical

EARN $365.00
PER WEEK
PART TIME

With a three (3)
machine minimum purchase for only $3,585.60
with just 16.5 soles per
day, your route will earn
$6,419.53 Gross, per
year part time. If you
have $3,585.00 CASA
evailelds NOW and con
start immediately, have
a serviceable auto and
con operate from your
home, CUL POW TOLL

15. Articlesfor Sale

.

We buy standing timber
of all types. Highest
prices are paid. Call
Edmonson Logging at
235-5748
235-5648
Cadiz.
Ky.

'Good shape. $160.
„Clint Colson 489-2888.
-AAA CUSTOM MADE'
CABINETS,
bookcases music centers.
etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
Air compressors for
sale. Dill Electric.
Firewood for sale. 4892615 753-3523.
Firewood for sale.
Seasoned oak and
hickory 20 to 24 inches.
$29. a rick delivered.
436-2778.
Kero-Sun Heaters-.
Omni 15 1147.99
Moonlighter $154.99.
Radiant 8 $162.99
Radiant 10 $209.99
Radiant 36 $212.99,
Omni 85 $218.99
Omni
105 2247.99, The Direc,
for $254.99. Wallen
Hardware Paris.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods -18"-24"
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.
Salad bar aft. formica
and stainless steel.
refrigerated with
heated soup kettle. Like
new. Used less than 30
days. 3 Stoelting slush
machines.
restaurant
china. Paris Lanctim,
Country Store Hwy. 119.
Call 901-642-8119.
Slabs and sawdust will
deliver. Shomaker
Lumber Co. 901'352-5777
901-352-3632
days,
nights.

WALLIS DRUG
@PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
•NOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
•LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
*HOLLISTER °STOW PRODUCTS
No Whey vs Prescription; in City limits

•

•
'••

BEST

COP1

7'

s
•

•
6

I' 41;F. II THE 411 KU 41.

25. Business Services

Fehruar 11.1984

TEUIS

31E"X 310
21.Mobile Home Rentals 32.Apts.Ear Rent

HODGES TAX SERVICE. The Income Tax Two bedroom . trailer.
V2 mile
Specialist 1104 Pogue Private lot
Murray
Ky. Call 759- from Murray. $125. per
month. Water fur1425.
nished. Call Tucker
T.V. Sales 753-2900 or
INCOME TAX
753-4524.
SERVICE
Why rent when you can
buy a 2 bedroom
com753-79011
pletely furnished used
after S p.m. Alsailey
mobile home for $300.
through Friday or say time
down and $135. a month.
Word*,or Sauey.
Fully hooked up ready
to move into. Storage
shed and tv antenna
26. TV-Radio
included. Call 753-1879
after 5p.m.

34. Housesfor Rent

A Murray business man
One and two bedrock" would like to rent a nice
apartments for rent. 3 bedro•m house.
Embassey Apartments Prefer in town. Call
753-3530 753-1331.
759 4676.
One bedroom
kitchen
1 /
1
2
living room
furnished. Nice 3 bedroom
bath
convenient loca $150. month. 753-9251
tion. $300. month. $M.
after 5p.m. 7533414.
One bedroom apart- deposit. Call 435 4559
ment in lake front after 5p.m.
house. Kitchen.
furclean well nished. fireplace insert. Nice
References and deposit insulated S room house
required. Call 436-2484 Electric heat. city wa ter, cook stove. utilior 153-7212.

One bedroom un
furnished or furnished.
Located near hospital.
759-4756.
Mini
One bedroom apartment. M. per month.
Warehouse
25" Color $39.95
Stove.. refrigerator
Storage Space
a
19" color, 13" col
water furnished. Call
For Rent
or, 19" B/W
753-7874 Lynn Grove.
753-4M
One bedroom furnished
apartment. Water fur753-7575
nished. Near university
32. Apts. For Rent
and shopping center.
An income worth far 753 3949.
27. Mobile Home Sales
more than the price can Small furnished apar1968 Baron. Un- be yours with the pur- tment. Inquire 100 S.
furnished. $2500. 474- chase of the apartment 13th St.
8838.
house at 1107 Main Two bedroom' duplex.
1978 Fleetwood 14x70. 2 Street. Two apartmentS Central heat and air. No
bedroom
2 baths. fur- downstairs and one pets. $210. month. $200.
nished. Call 753-4683 or large.
student rental deposit. Lease required.
upstairs. Four car gar- Call after 5p.m.
753-1336 after 5p.m.
Moving-Must sell. 2 age and a lot that is 753.6699.
bedroom
2 bath -gas 100x240. An ideal home
mobile home. Under for living in and extra 3
-4. Houses for Rent
pinned. anchored,down rental income on the
'and furnished. 44500. side. Priced M mid Four. bedroom brick
560's. Roberts Realty house has 2 baths. Call
753-6360.
753-1893 days,
753-3249
753-1651.
Why rent when you can
nights.
buy a 2 bedroom
com- Attractive 2 bedroom
pletely furnished used duplex with fireplace
stove and
mobile home for $300. and carpet
HOUSES
down and $135. a month. refrigerator in Pan
FOR RENT
Fully hooked up ready orama Shores. 436-2755.
'Duplex in tow., new
to move into. Storage Extra nice 2 bedroom
carpet S redecereted
shed and tv antenna duplex. 1003 Northwood
throughout - $140 pier
included
Call 753-1879 Dr. No pets. 753-0814.
mental.
after 5p.m. .
Extra nice 2 bedroom
apartment. $170. On
28. Mobile Home Rentals quiet road 3 miles from '4 Bedroom country home
4•41 mile DV% OT town,
town. 753-8848.
12x60 with 2 pull outs on
large lot with garden, $300
One and 2 bedroom
living room and bay
per mouth; loose with op.
apartments near downwindows. New furniture
tie. to perches. possible to
town Murray. Call 753and carpet,
central
4109 or 436-2844.
_ -- qualified buyer.
heat. Shady Oaks. 753Furnished efficiency
5209.
•3 imdreom home naelb ii
apartment near unDesirable 2 bedroom
term leer Alamo, test MB
iversity. Wall to wall
mobile home. Small
per month.
carpet,
air
condition.
single $85.
court,
$75. deposit.
$100
per
couple $95. 753-8216
month. Call 759.4538.
•Older 3 bedroom home is
after 5p.m.
•
serroire•
loke
Duplex apartment for
Near Murray. 2 be'
.mid, wood
ding, t
rbnt. Phone 759-1503.
drooms
2 full baths.
heat, 14,20.able for hardy
washer -dryer. Nice Two bedroom apartoatiloor types, $75.00 per
house furniture. No ment for rent. Stove
month.
pets. $145. per month. furnished. Call 753-9506

LARGE
SELECTION
USED TV's

Business Rentals

CLAYTONS

759-1305.
Two bedroom trailer
near' Murray. No pets.
Nice. Call 4892611.
Two bedroom. $160. per
month. Brandi's Trailer
Court. 753-8411.

after 6p.m.
Two bedroom furnished
apartment. Water furnished. 1145. 753-3949.
Two bedroom unfurnished apartment.
Call 759-1157 after 5p.m.

bath. 4 miles out on
Federal Hwy. Couple.
No pets. Deposit and
references required.
$140. 753-5593.
Three bedroom
1 /
1
2
bath
brick home
located on ap
proximately 1 /
1
2 acres
on 641S. $325. with lease
and deposit required
Call Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.
Three bedroom in Almo
Heights. $275. per
month. 753-8411.
Three bedroom frame
unfurnished. Olive St.
Deposit and references
required. Call 753-9775
after 5p.m.
1 /
1
2
Three bedroom.
brick home
bath.
located on ap
1
2 acres
proximately 1 /
on 641S. $325. with lease
and deposit required.
Call Century 21 Loretta
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.
Three bedroom near
reKenlake. Stove,
and water
frigerator.
furnished. $I 95 .
442-3877.

FOR RENT
01.

2 BR furnished, central
heat, very nice Close to
town on private lot.
02 Riveria Cts. extra nice 2
BR furnished. Water and
Trash Pickup furnished

43.peal Estate

College student needs
pasture space for horse.
Call 753 3010.
Hay for sale. Round or
square bales. Check our
prices.. Phone 759-1330
or 753-2817

FINANCIAL LIFE
SAVER. This beautiful
spacious four bedroom
two bath home can be
purchased with or
without adiacent lot;
with or without rental
cabin. Take your pick
and the owner will
FINANCE IT. FOR YOU
at a fantastic rate.
Special features: beautiful creek and
wooded view from re
dwood deck. enormous
family room with
firepTaces two car gar
age and much more at
an unbelievable price!
For more information
call SPANN REALTY
ASSOC. now at 753.7724.

31. Pets-Supplies
AKC Boxer pups
Call 759 1995.

$100.

41. Public Sale
BOGARD REALTY
DOVER
AUCTION,
TN. We buy'liquidation
inventories of
businsses-farm equipment. Note We will sell
at auction for you. Call
615-232-5150.

7531222
imm
NOTIlliu
FORMS

r
ia

PRETTY AS
A PICTURE
Lovely 3 bedroom
home on 4 plus
acres. Perfect setting for a country
home, not too far
from the city. Property includes a 38
x 56 stock barn,
milk barn and a 18x
38 equipment shed.
Fenced and cross
fenced for pasture,
plus a variety of
fruit trees. Owner
will consider financing. Phone the
Kopperud Realty
Home Team at 7531222.

Older home near
downtown available
for immediate occupancy. -Four
bedrooms, living
room, dining room,
kitchen, and full
basement with
workshop.
Available for purchase, lease-option,
or rent. Phone 7531222, Kopperud
Realty for full
details.

MANAGEMENT
Do you manage your rental
property or does it mannGE
YOU? We will manage your
rental property for you.

Coleman
Real Estate
753-48411
RI Al (ST•TI

36. For Rent or Lease
Would like to rent or
lease dark fired tobacco
base without a barn.
489,2697.
Wanted: Burley
tobacco poundage for
1982 crop. -Kim Wallis
489 2462.
Wanted: Row crop land.
If you plan to rent or
lease contact me for
your best agreement
Kim Wallis 189-2162.

STORE MANAGER WOMAN'S CLOTHING STORE
We are looking for a person with experience in selling women's
clothing and accessories and handling personnel. We offer excellent
working conditions, liberal store discounts, paid vacation, life in•
surance and hospitalization. Send resume to, Personnel Manager PO
Box 1040E, Murray, Ky. 41071.
•••

Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
Ans. You can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items that are
gathering dust in your basement,attic and garage and putting them up for sale

2. How car you save money?
ANS. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad depaMwent of the ledger 14 Tinsesis_having_during the month of.febniarrto sell all those items

Purdom & Thurman
Insurance

4

THUE'S NEVER
BEEN A
BETTER TIME
TO INVEST
IN REAL
ESTATE AND
THE NEW TAX
ACT IS WHY
Under the new tax
law, you can now
depreciate real
estate investments
over 15 years instead of 25. We have
an investment
located within
walking distanceof
MSU. Separate entrances insures
privacy for the furnished units. Need a
place to live too?
Kitchen overlooks
spacious yard with
winding 'creek Hideaway bedroom
area - formal dining room and family room complete
the picture. Owner
will consider
trading for smaller
home. Call us 7531492.
JUST LISTED!
$48,500
Quiet! Tree-lined
street to this unique
tri-level family
home. Floor plan
conducive to
privacy which includes teenager's
additional rec area
with kitchen.
Children can walk
to park. Call 7531492 - appointment
easy to arrange.

Real Estate
Southside Court Sq.
Murray, Kentucky
753-4451

Strout.
Realty
Office Coast to Coast
Boyers from Everywhere
Reliable Service Since 1500
1512 Coldwater Read
Norm, Reatocky 42071
(5021753.0186
Anytime.
JOE L. KENNON
Broker
Licensed & Bonded

Classified Pages of the Ledger & Times during the month of Feb. Every fourth day your classified
ad will run FREE regardless of size. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad every fourth
day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. If you are a regular
customer of the classified section and your advertising is already scheduled for februars ,ou will
automatically receive the benefits Irons this sale.

PRICE
REDUCED
On this attractively
remodeled 3
bedroom home.
v
C:Trltyralegcaosnfoug
rnace
utilities, good bention on quiet street.
Now offered at only
$28,500. Home Is vacant and ready for
immediate oe-cupancy. Owner
transferred and
must sell. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.

Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
rPaid days will run first.
r No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before exExtra nice 2
piration.
bedroom, unfurnish"P
t
All standard rates-owdassified display and classified ads------ed
iex
Westwood Subd.
With fireplace, patio,
will remain in effect.
stove, refrigerator,
i/

No. Days
Free
1
2
3

No.Days
ai
6
9

Total
Days Run
4
8
12

S. What do you gain from this sale?
Ans. YOU SAVE MONEY. There is no way you can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
money on your business advertising andgain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount of money you can save is determined only by the amount
of advertising you decide to do.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE:

•

Rm.

:OPY AVAILABLE

See to believe. Stored
1973 Honda 125. 400
actual miles. Also 1976
Honda 175
436-2418
anytime.

48. Auto Services
Assortment of used
Volkswagon parts. Call
after 1-2 : o e noon
435-4387.
Import Auto Salvage.
Repair that Opal,
Volkswagon,
Datsun
Fiat. Chevy
Subaru
Luv
Capri Toyota
Honda. All kinds of new
and used parts. Call
474-2325.

49. Used Cars
1966 Chevelle Super
Sport. Good condition.
Call 753-3107.
1971 Volvo.. 4 cylinder .2
door
air condition.
759-4645.
1972 Royale Oldsmobile.
$800. or best offer by
end of week. 753 6308.

•••

45. Farms for Sale
Farm for sale. 92 acres
35 tillable, burley base
2 miles west of Brewers.
Must sell immediately.
$49 000 or best offer.
376 5428.

1979 Monte Carlo,
excellent condition.

753-7113

II

3 bedroom brick house.
Carpet throughout2
baths
large living
room and den. 2 car
garage with large storage room. C411,4489-2145
or 753-2493.
Always wanted a big
house that you could
live in and fix-up at the
same time? We have it
at 1000 Olive. Nine
rooms and two full
baths. Carpet and wood
floors. Insulation up to
T.V.A. standards including storm doors and
windows. Some owner
financing possible. $35
000. Roberts Realty
753-1651.
A very nice house near
un-er-sity. Lots of
carpet
closet space
throughout. large living
room, ,dining room
utility room
kitchen.
and bath. Closed in
garage,
patio jn the
back with or without
furniture. Price is right
Must sell. Give us a call
-759-4702.
Brick duplex near university. One third
balance $533.22down
month. 4c6 closing' cost.
759 1074 753 2649.
Excellent investment
1 block un
property.
iversity. Electric heat,
super insulated. 753
5791. 759 1074. 753 2649

1972 Volkswagon Super
Butte. Good -condition.
Call 753-3107.
1974 Grand Torino. New
radials
new breaking
system. $1100. Excel
lent condition. 753-4655.
1975 Cadillac Coupe
Deville. 2 door
low
mileage. white on red.
One owner extra clean.
Ca11753.2529 after 5p.m.
1976 Pontiac Safaria
station wagon. A strong
full size wagon in good
condition. Calf-753 ST24-.

KEY
AUTO PARTS

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP
L.P. Miller St.(a

kr.Crommar rear.

Specializing In Senio. Citizens
Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Haircut $2.75

IIIIMINROMIIMMImermesmamme

55375

6750

VW
Audi-Mazda

Atom Service Ca.
slums ill my! silist,
custom trim work.
Refereeces. Call Will El
Bailey. /53-0689.
CHIMNEY SWEEPING. For your safety
call for free estimate.
Answering service. 7674786 or 167-4779.
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.

1

ROOFING
BUILT-UP & SHINGLES
References. All work
guaranteed. Free
Estimates. Call 7591859 or 753-6581.

'SS. Feed and Seed
Jap hay $2. a bale
delivered or $1.75
pickup. Call 436-2)72.
Large round bale hay.
435-4464.

Information on person or
persons involved in
shooting deatlf-ef hvo-Cocker Spaniels in Sherwood Forest. All information kept confidential.

Call 753-7479

NEW CAR
BUYERS!

Hwy. 121 South
Murray, Ky.
New and Used Auto
Parts, Batteries,
Tires, Wheel Covers,
Auto Accessories.

Did you know you can
save money and get a much
better stereo from us than
you can buy in your new
753-5500
automobile.nos save up to
1977 bright yellow
$200.00. Also have a
Camero. Automatic 350
barrel,.
power choice of • Pioneer, Sanyo,
br a k es.
powbr steering.- 753 6962---4*
lofty and other brands of
756962 S0
after 5p.m.
1978 Caprice Classic
your choice.
Wagon. Immaculate
condition.
loaded
Shop and Compare
miles
one owner. 759
4795 or 759 1262.
Before Buying!
1978
4

4

1.4.40

225

McZEla

$ 1 0 0 0
Reward

1956 Chevrolet
pickup, excellent condition.
•• *
1972 Ford Pickup,
MB,good condition.

For sale 48 acres with
barns. Call 753.6136.

7:30-2:30 753-3685
A••••••=8.•

& Wheel
Alignment
1105 P011410
/53-14119

44. Lots for Sale

Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Wed., Thurs., Fri., Sat.

Call 753 1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
•

dishwasher, disposal
and washer-dryer
hook-up. $265. Month
-plus deposit. Kopperud Realty 7531222

82

1974 Fiat, 35 MPG,
excellent condition.

16. Homes for Sale

The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section on the classified pag_e, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:

Carroll Tire

(5023 7531492

For your time hauling
1980 Citation. Nice car.. and limq spreading
white rock gravel, and
753 9400.
1980 Subaru GLF. 2 coal hauling. Call 753
AM - 4545 or see Roger
automatic
door
FM
31 000 actual Hudson. Located 10
miles east on Hwy 94.
m
s
i
1- e
GENERAL HOME
$5200. 436-2165.
For sale 1975 Corvette. REPAIR. 15 years ex perience. Carpentry
Call 753.8963.
concrete.
plumbing
GOVERNMENT SUR
roofing
sliding. NO
PLUS CARS AND
TRUCKiS NOW JOB TO SMALL. Free
AVAILABLE through estimates. Days 47/2359. nights 474.2276.
local sales
un8er $300.
Call 1-714 569-0241 for Guttering by Sears.
your directory on how to Sears continuous gutpurchase. Open 24 ters installed for your
specifications. Call
hours.
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate..
50. Used Trucks
If you have a lease title
1980 Jeep Laredo. VA
property I can
4 speed
17 000 miles. to your
Minor damage on left help you have a home
choice on
side. No parts needed. built of your
this property. More
55250.382 2832 anytime.
than 20 models to
1980 Jeep CJ7. 4 cylin- choose from. Up to 20
der
power years to pay at 10
4 speed
steering AM FM rear percent annual perseat hard top
19 000 centage rate financing.
miles. $6500. 489-2689.
Call 436-5582 or write
1980 Mazda pickup Lynn Helm CR Box 129
truck. 30 000 miles. Hamlin Ky. 42046.
753-7611 or 753-0371.
K & K STUMP REMOVAL. Do you need
stumps removed from
your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up
to 24 inches below the
leaving only
ground,
sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimates. Bob
GAS - Long bed S
Kemp .135-43.43 or Bob
speed custom. StarKemp Jr 43574319.
ting at
Need work on your
pruntrees? Topping.
ing. shaping complete
reibovat and more. Calt-- •
BOVER'S TREE
DIESEL • Long bed 5
SERVICE for Prospeed custom. Starfessional tree care
ting at
753-8536.
Sammy Tidwell Paint.
ing Codirector. Experienced interior and
Carroll
exterior painting. Free
estimates. Call 753-4686
or 753-0487.
Thirty one years experience. Carpenter
53. Services Offered
building.
remodeling
ALCOA ALUMINUM and repairing annex on
SIDING or vinyl siding home and trailer. 436and trim. Aluminum 2253.
trim for brick houses. Tree trimming and
Jack Glover 753-1873.
removal. Hedges and
Asphalt driveways and shrubs. Firewood. 753
parking lots sealed by 5476.
Sears. For free es- Will sharpen hand saws
timates call 753-2310.
chain saws and skill
N.
saws. Call 753-4656.

Trucks

Need Motorcycle
Tires?
Formula high performance
motorcycle tires mew
evoked* et Discount Prices!

i 200 Sycamore
Murray, Kentucky 42071

3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prove that you-are good in business by running your business advertising on the

4. What are the details of this sale?

For sale by owner 1?
3 bedroom
story
walitut kitchen
cabinets
fireplace
basement garage. Low
utilities deep lot near
hospital. Completely
re modeled 1976. Inside
must be seen to be
appreciated. 12 percent
financing available with
$10 000 down. Price is
5.42, 750. Call 753-4710
after 5:30p.m.
OLIVE BLVD home for
sale by owner. 4 bed
room
2 baths rental
apartment over garage.
Appointment please_ No
brokers. 753 9211.

fiarmu

f21.

53. Services Offered 6

125 YZ Yamaha Dirt
Bike. Only $395. Town &
Country Yamaha
Murray 753-8078.
175 Can-Am Dirt Bike.
Only $695. Town &
Country Yamaha
Murray 753 8078.
1970 Honda 350 CC
motorcycle. 5000 BTU
window air conditioner.
Priced reasonable. Call
759.1560.
1980 Honda 110 ATC
with trailer and tie
downs. Phone 759-4515
5 9p m only. $1050

LORETTA as.INALTINS®

.you have gathered together

Ans. The sale is open to everyone;

49. Used Cars

46. Homesfor Sale

47. Motorcycles
43. Real Estate

HOME FOR
SALE OR
RENT

111PROPIRTY 1.44RIRCIA4 NT

-Deposit aid references
required.
CALL SPANN REALTY
ASSOCIATES FOR ALL YOUR
REAL ESTATE NEEDS
753-7724

37. Livestock-Supplies

4

0

0

0

Cougar Mercury
X R 7. Fully loaded.
$3650. Call 759 1465. ,
1978 Ford LTD II. Call
489 2348.
1979 Caprice Classic
station wagon. Cruise.
tilt wheel
power door
locks
rear defogger.
Power and air. 435 4574.
1979 Celica St 5 speed
All condition
power
feering, FM 4. assette
54200 147 2425

World of

Sound
222 So. 12th

753:5865

_

hop talk

u.F. 12.%%Menlo. ii•brisar% 6.1982

Mlray Ledger & Times

Gibbs named produce manager;
Edwards meat cutter at Parker's
Glen B. Gibbs recently
was appointed produce
manager at Parker's
Food Market, 210 S. 5th
St.
A 22-year veteran of the
grocery business, Gibbs
will be in charge of the
appearance of the produce rack and service in
the produce department.
Gibbs said he promises

a full line of produce and
courteous service to all
customers.
A native of Murray,
Gibbs is married to the
former Mary Lou Wilson.
They have -two sons —
Glen and Jody.
The Gibbs are
members of the 7th and
Poplar Church of Christ.
Glenn Edwards has
served as Parker's head

Broadcasting course
to be given at WSJP

meatcutter for 1 years.
A Calloway County
native with seven years
experience in the grocery
business, Edwards will
be in charge of the meat
department. He said the
department.features a
full line of beef, pork and
prepacked meats.
Edwards said he also
cuts meat to special
orders. •

The Private Industry
Council PIC) will be conducting a 13-week introduction to broadcasting course at Murray
radio station WSJP.
The course, to begin
March 1, is designed to
teach 10 CETA-certified
persons a new career
through on-the-job training, Sammy Parker, station manager and one of
the ,instructors for the
course, said. Students are
chosen by the Bureau of
Manpower Services.
Students will utilize the
WSJP facilities in learning advertising,
marketing, sales, electronic journalism, announcing and production,
but they will not be working for the station,
Parker added.
A state-funded project,
the sessions are the result
of a $33,034 contract between the station and the
PIC. Students are paid a
salary during the sixhour-a-day five-day-aweek classes, Parker
said.
-Upon completion of the
course, students also
receive assistance in
preparing materials to
attain employment.

•

Kentucky Paradise moves location
Kentucky Paradise has
moved to 109 N. 12th St.
The move has created a
more homey atmosphere
to display the store's handicrafts throughout the
seven rooms of the
building, according to
George Paradise,owner.
The store sells only

handicraft items made in
the Jackson Purchase, he
said. All crafts are sold
on consignment from the
builders.
One room, labeled
"The 12 Months of
Christmas," displays
Christmas crafts all year
around. The facility also

Montgomery joins Bennett
Tony Mongothery
recently joined the staff
of Bennett & Associates
Insurance Agency, 304 N.
4th St.
A specialist in group insurance for businesses
and farmers, Montgomery will be serving
the Murray and Paducah
arias. He may be reached at the agency office

has a large display of
paintings.
Tole painting lessons
were to have begun
Thursday, Paradise said.
Ceramic, counted crossstitch and macrame
classes are to start
sometime next week, he
added.
Store hours are 9 a.m.
to 5 p.m. Monday through
Friday and 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. Saturday.

from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m. Monday through
Friday. His office phone
is 753-7273. His home
phone is 753-7419.
He formerly was
employed by the Electrolux Corp.for 19 years.
Montgomery and his
wife, Henri, have four
Murray physicians
daughters and reside at John W. Golberg and Ray
1504 Tabard Dr.
J. Charette recently were
certified as diplomates of
the American Board of
Orthopaedic Surgery.
The doctors were
awarded diplomas for
competency in orthopaedic surgery. They
successfully completed
comprehensive tests in
Chicago in September to
receive the honors.
To qualify for certification, Golberg - and
Charette were required to
meet strict standards in
education, training,
clinical medical practice,
practice in an approved
FIELD REPRESENTATIVE AWARD — Jamie
hospital and recommenWasher (left), fietd representative for Woodmen of
dations by physicians in
the World Life Insurance Society, was presented
the community.
the "Outstanding Field Representative Award for
In addition to achieving
1981" by State Manager James A. Schvrartz. The board certilieitIOn, the
award, based on accomplishment in production, doctors also have been inpersistency, fraternal activity and continuing
v it e d to join the
education,is presented annually by Woodmen of the
American Academy of
World.
Orthopaedic Surgeons, a
1110•IDE•
•
•1111••
•11•••••■•••■•••••••• MMMMM NIB
•
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.For all your Travel Reseryotrons Coll
•
•
•
•
•
The winner of the
Name the Gameroom
•
a
Contest will be announc•
U
ed Saturday,Feb.20.
•
•
•
The gameroom,located •
,presenfing
•
•
at 1413 Olive St., does not • American and International Traveltime
•
•
•
have a name. Winner of
•
the contest will receive •
.11•11•••••••1111111•••1118111•111•111••••••••••••••
$250.
Owned by Ken Elam
arid Phil Floyd, the
gameroom features
Donkey Kong, Kick,
Frogger, Pac Man and
several coin-operated
pool tables.
Although it is located
near Murray State
University, the owners
said the arcade has a
family-type atmosphere.
It is open to the public
from 10 a.m. to midnight
Monday through Saturday and 1 p.m. to midnight Sunday.

Gameroom
seeks name

NEW LOOK — Larry Krouse State Farm Insurance Agency,formerly the National Hotel, received a new look. The old hotel signs were removed to make way
for the insurance agency sign. Krouse sells all types of State Farm insurance
and specializes in hospitalization plans. His office is open from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Monday through Friday and until noon Satiirctiy.

Murray physicians certified
by orthopaedic surgery board

Ray J. Charette
society for advancement
of their specialty.
• The physicians both are
natives of Canada and
joined .the MurrayCalloway County
Hospital staff in March
1980. Their practice includes bone and joint
reconstruction, joint
replacement, treatment

.1ky
i
*Wyoe

.
•

: Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880

the University of Ottawa
for his four-year orthopaedic surgery
residency.
He is secretarytreasurer of the Calloway
County Medical Society.
Their offices are
located in Suite 204 of the
Medical Arts Building,
adjacent to the hospital.

Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess

r fr

lngeborg
Cog
Asst
492-8348

ifk

Mary
Hamilton
Asst
753-5570
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Congratulations

Al•

WSJP
Glen Gibbs
Glenn Edwards
Kentucky Paradise
Tony Montgomery
Larry Krouse
Jamie Washer
Ray J. Charette
John W. Golberg
Leo's

A

Bel Air Center

The 10th of each month is a very important date to
your newspaper carrier. Your carrier must receive
your payment by the 10th of the month in order to pay
their bill.
You see, these carriers are independent business
men and women. They buy their papers from us at
wholesale cost and. sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate. When you don't pay them by the 10th,
they have to dig down into their own pockets to make
up the difference.
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th
of
each month. They depend on you to write their
Ref
checks.
Collection time can be an inconvenience
for you and

your carrier.

So...paying by mail is a simple way to
avoid getting
caught without the right change and you
avoid the
bother of monthly collections.

Mairay Ledger & Times

Mon.-Soi, 9-6 753-0550 Murfoy

Don't stay too long!

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

Hot water isn't cheap. After
all, nearly one sixth of your
yearly electric bill goes
towards heating it. So take
quick, warm showers
instead of hot baths •
to help reduce your
energy use and electrical costs. And
remember, as the cost
of producing electricity
increases, so will the cost of
heating water. So the less
hot water used, the less
energy you pay for.

1979 Malloy Classic
Four door, It. blue, blue vinyl roof, blue cloth
interior, V-8, power steering, power brakes, air
conditioning 39xxx miles.

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
CZNERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION

Helping folks get settled in faster and feel at
home is what WELCOME WAGON has been
doing for over 50 years.
I'd like to greet you with useful gifts, helpful
information and invitations you can redeem for
more gifts. All free and made possible by civicminded businesses — individuals who'd like to
meet you too. And, of course, there's no
obligation. —
I'd like to visit you at your convenience. All it
takes is a phone call, and we can set the time. A
WELCOME WAGON visit is a special treat.

John W.Golberg

3

Still In Progress
On All
Winter Merchandise
1/2 Price & Below

753-2617

FRANKFORT — Three
applications from
Calloway County were included in the 50 recently
approved by Motor Vehicle Dealer Board.
Those approved were
Billy's Used Cars, Keith
Smith Used Cars and
Rockcastle Used Cars, all
of Murray.
Applications denied included M.S. Motor Sales,
Murray.

••••**:4
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SALE

Nancy Boaz, a Murray
State University student,
was the winner of a .10
karat clear white diamond in a drawing at
Leo's Saturday.
Located in the Coleman
Real Estate Building at
404 N. 12th St., Leo's is
owned and operated—by
Leo NeLmann. The Murray store opened Dec. 22.
A jeweler for eight
5,ears, Neuman
specializes in all types of
jewerly repair. He does
not handle watch repairs.
He also sells custommade jewerly.
With each sale,
Neuman said he explains
how a piece is made and
how its cost is determined. He also gives free
sight appraisals.

Car dealer
applications
approved

Let WELCOME WAGON°
be your first new home visitor.

s

(10

011p King's Ben

MSU student
wins diamond

of fractures and sports injuries.
•
Golberg received both
his premedical and
medical education at the
University of Alberta. He
completed internship at
Ottawa, Ontario, and a
four-year residency in orthopaedic surgery at the
University of Ottawa. He
was chief resident of the
program during his final
year.
Currently serving as
vice chief of the MCCH
medical staff, Golberg
also is a Fellow of the
Royal College of Physicians and Surgeons of
Canada.
Charette completed his
medical education and
earned his doctor of
medicine degree at the
University of Ottawa.
After a year of surgery
training at the Montreal
General Hospital,
Quebec, he returned to

PICs were set up
throughout the nation
following Congressional
Title VII legislation in
1978, calling for state
prime sponsors to set up
councils to encourage the
private sector to become
actively involved in hiring the economically
disadvantaged in permanent full time jobs.
Anyone interested in
the class should contact
WSJP, 1500 Diuguid- Dr.,
753-2400, or Kaye Glover
at the Mayfield Bureau of
Manpower Services, 319
S. 7th St., 247-3857.

641 S.
Murray

And the less energy
you use, the
better for
us all!

11A West K :Rural Electric Coo. Corp.

753-2571
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